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CHAPTER 1
Chapter
Heading
INTRODUCTION
Animal Rights and Welfare is Volume 388 in the ‘Issues in Society’ series of educational resource books.
The aim of this series is to offer current, diverse information about important issues in our world,
from an Australian perspective.
KEY ISSUES IN THIS TOPIC
The treatment and welfare of animals is an ongoing and contentious debate driven by legal and ethical questions
arising over the way in which humans exploit animals for a range of uses. Do humans treat animals humanely
enough? What is the difference between animal rights and animal welfare?
This book explores the ethical distinctions between animal rights and animal welfare, which includes the debated
concepts of sentience and ‘speciesism’. Do human beings have authority over animals on the basis of their
perceived differences in relation to self-awareness and suffering?
A variety of views are presented in the debate over the way in which humans use and exploit animals for clothing,
food (e.g. factory farming, live exports), scientific research, entertainment, sport and companionship.
SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Titles in the ‘Issues in Society’ series are individual resource books which provide an overview on a specific subject
comprised of facts and opinions.
The information in this resource book is not from any single author, publication or organisation. The unique value of
the ‘Issues in Society’ series lies in its diversity of content and perspectives.
The content comes from a wide variety of sources and includes:
hh Newspaper reports and opinion pieces
hh Statistics and surveys
hh Website fact sheets
hh Government reports
hh Magazine and journal articles
hh Literature from special interest groups
CRITICAL EVALUATION
As the information reproduced in this book is from a number of different sources, readers should always be aware
of the origin of the text and whether or not the source is likely to be expressing a particular bias or agenda.
It is hoped that, as you read about the many aspects of the issues explored in this book, you will critically evaluate
the information presented. In some cases, it is important that you decide whether you are being presented with
facts or opinions. Does the writer give a biased or an unbiased report? If an opinion is being expressed, do you
agree with the writer?
EXPLORING ISSUES
The ‘Exploring issues’ section at the back of this book features a range of ready-to-use worksheets relating to
the articles and issues raised in this book. The activities and exercises in these worksheets are suitable for use by
students at middle secondary school level and beyond.
FURTHER RESEARCH
This title offers a useful starting point for those who need convenient access to information about the issues
involved. However, it is only a starting point. The ‘Web links’ section at the back of this book contains a list of useful
websites which you can access for more reading on the topic.
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CHAPTER 1
Animal rights and welfare explained

HOW SHOULD HUMANS TREAT ANIMALS?
Why should humans care about how we treat animals? To even ask the question
is likely to evoke an outraged dismissal. But pursue the question and some
interesting things emerge, writes Allen Greer

M

ost people and animal welfare organisations
would say we should treat animals with
compassion, empathy and respect. To the
question “why?,” the usual answer is “because we are
ethical beings.” Enculturation in our own and other
societies, however, shows that, to the extent that we
are ethical, it is a matter of nurture not nature. A
culture’s ethics evolve, and currently, the ethics for
the treatment for animals is poorly articulated and
in some regards, misplaced (below). Another answer
to “why?” is “because we ought to,” with no rationale
given for the “ought.”
Indeed, logic would suggest that we shouldn’t care
how we treat animals per se, because unlike humans,
they have no notion of reciprocating our treatment
of them, either good or bad. At the heart of human
ethics is the notion of reciprocity, embodied in the
‘Golden Rule.’ The lack of reciprocity in the humananimal interaction is the practical flaw in the core
tenet of animal welfare philosophy and the welfare
movement, a rejection of ‘speciesism’ – a ‘prejudice’
for our own species.
Logic does suggest, however, one reason for treating
animals well. If we extend the halo of concern to
animals, we may enhance the core of the halo around
ourselves. But treating animals well is currently based
on a largely anthropomorphic view of what they are.
We think they are like us.
Although the benefit to humans of a concern for
animals is widely recognised, animal welfare philosophers and welfare organisations are loath to acknowledge
it, other than as secondary benefit. Rather, they wish to
have concern based on a ‘right’ of animals per se. But
rights, even supposedly intrinsic ones as some posit
for animals, are created at the discretion of humans.
They do not exist as laws of nature, like the speed of
light, waiting to be discovered. And there is no logic
in creating a right for an animal that does not create
a net positive benefit for humans. Animal welfare has
no answer to this problem other than the problematic
“ethical being/ought” argument or a disguised version
of the “halo” argument. As mentioned, however, only

Western concern for animals is based on
the sentience of some animals, namely,
that they share emotional states with
humans, most importantly for animal
welfare philosophers, pain. It is more than
fortuitous, however, the avoidance of
pain is the ‘interest’ human most wish for
themselves. It does not follow, however,
that the same holds for animals.
the latter has a rational basis.
But for whatever reasons humans choose to be
concerned about how we treat animals, would not
the discussion in our own heads as well as collectively
be better informed if we could put aside some of our
anthropomorphic bias?
Western concern for animals is based on the sentience
of some animals, namely, that they share emotional
states with humans, most importantly for animal welfare
philosophers, pain. It is more than fortuitous, however,
the avoidance of pain is the ‘interest’ humans most wish
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If we judged the treatment of animals
on the basis of what they are as evolved
organisms instead of what we imagine
their feelings to be, we still might not
agree on how to treat them.
for themselves. It does not follow, however, that the
same holds for animals.
Reproduction, for example, is the main ‘interest’ of
animals and can override what would appear to humans
as prolonged severe pain. Witness salmon species that
ascend their natal rivers, arriving as emaciated bags of
sperm and eggs to reproduce and die; domestic hens
continuing to lay even when severely mistreated; male
elephant seals and sea lions slashing each another
in fights for harem dominance; male Antechinuses
dying of stress in their one brief mating period, or a
female Tasmanian devil unable to eat due to advanced
facial tumour disease but nonetheless still nursing its
pouch young. It is no coincidence that one of humans’
most common manipulations of domestic animals to
make them more tractable is cutting out or off their
reproductive organs.
While we can agree, that animals experience some
basic sensations that can be discussed under very
broad labels such as pain, we will never be able to tell
how similar in detail or intensity they are to our own
experience. This is especially true of ‘positive’ sensations.
Animal welfare philosophy and law assume, however,
they can be compared with humans on both counts.
Indeed, animal welfare philosophy requires concern
for animal pain to be based on the equivalent intensity
in humans.
A common animal welfare solution to the objective
uncertainty of what an animal is feeling is to ask
observers to “how would you like to be a battery
chicken” or as one prominent jurist advises, “just
stare into the eyes of a cow” (Kirby, 2011). But this is
simply an invitation to anthropomorphise. And while
we can anthropomorphise privately about an animal’s
emotional state without doing harm, do we want to
start laying charges and casting aspersions based on
our reflected projections?
A way around the uncertainty of what an animal is

feeling is simply to consider animals in keeping with what
they are as animals as revealed by objective observation
of their physiology and behaviour. Laudably, this is the
approach of animal welfare research.
The question is not whether a single parrot in a
cage is experiencing pain or suffering or how we would
like to be in its situation. The question is whether its
treatment is in accordance with a social animal with
appendages for long-distance flight and that pair-bonds
for life. From this viewpoint, evidence of pain is only
one indicator of mistreatment – and a rather advanced
and crude indicator at that.
What an animal is varies among and within species
and breeds. It will depend, for example, on whether the
animal is wild, domestic, young, mature, pregnant or
whatever. Most importantly, however, any question
about the treatment of an animal in relation to what it
is can be resolved, not by reference to what humans may
think the animal is feeling but by rational observation.
In 1974, philosopher Thomas Nagel argued it is
impossible to know what it is like to be a bat. We can
know, however, to any degree desirable, how a bat lives
its life and, if we wish, treat it accordingly.
Treating animals with regard to what they are does
not mean forgoing interactions with them altogether.
Most welfare issues arise from the mistreatment
of domestic animals. The evolutionary process of
domestication led to many stable and mutually
beneficial relationships between animals and humans.
Most modern welfare issues arise from humans having
recently broken their part of the domestication
‘contract’ in the name of mass production. Up until
about two hundred and fifty years ago that contract
worked well, and it still does in some cases, such as
truly free-range chickens and domestic dogs and cats.
Treating animals with regard to what they are also
solves the problem of non-sentient versus sentient
animals and degrees of sentience. Because non-sentient
animals feel no pain, they are of little interest to the
animal welfare philosophers. Treating animals on the
basis of what they are as evolved beings makes the
question of their degree of sentience irrelevant. Further,
in contrast to the animal welfare approach, it extends
the halo of concern far beyond sentient animals, because
even animals that feel no pain can be treated on the
basis of what they are as evolved beings. Is this not, in
fact, simply what most humans want for themselves?
If we judged the treatment of animals on the basis of
what they are as evolved organisms instead of what we
imagine their feelings to be, we still might not agree on
how to treat them. But we would put the debate within
ourselves and within our culture on a more objective
basis. It is regrettable the animal welfare movement
has cast, perhaps irrevocably, the issue of how to treat
animals in such a humancentric perspective.
Allen Greer is a biologist who writes about science and nature.
Greer, A (31 July 2013). How should humans treat animals?
Retrieved from www.onlineopinion.com.au on 6 August 2014.
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ANIMAL WELFARE AND ANIMAL
RIGHTS ARE VERY DIFFERENT BEASTS
Both approaches could be argued to improve animal wellbeing, however one is highly
pragmatic, whereas the other is philosophical. Professor Robert Young explains

M

ore than 20 years ago,
the university department
where I was doing my PhD
was fire bombed by animal rights
activists. At the time, I was conducting research into animal welfare, as
were many of the staff in my department. I found it hard to understand
why a research department whose
main objective was to improve the
wellbeing of animals would be the
target for such an attack.
I suspect most people, as I did
then, see animal welfare and animal
rights as synonyms. In reality,
however, they are at opposite ends
of the continuum concerning our
treatment of animals.
Proponents of animal welfare
are interested in questions like:
“How can we improve the wellbeing
of zoo animals?” Whereas animal
rights supporters ask questions
like: “Should we have zoos?”
These are very different questions with diametrically opposed
outcomes: the constant improvement of zoos or their closing down.
Both could be argued to improve
animal wellbeing, but one is highly
pragmatic, whereas the other is
philosophical.

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Accepting and working with the
status quo that animals are used for
important research or housed in
zoos for conservation purposes, my
job as an animal welfare scientist
is to maximise their wellbeing in
these situations. Much of my work is
based on the ideas of the utilitarian
philosopher Jeremy Bentham who
famously said of animals and their
wellbeing:
The question is not: ‘Can they
reason?’ Nor: ‘Can they talk?’
But: ‘Can they suffer?’
Bentham, importantly, put the
focus on the practical question of

suffering, moving the debate away
from human-animal comparisons,
and brought in the concept of a
cost-benefit analysis.
Human activities affect the
wellbeing of animals to different
degrees and society uses Bentham’s
cost-benefit analysis to determine

whether what we are doing is acceptable. For example, treatments for
diabetes were developed on animals
in laboratories. These, animals
paid the cost with theirs lives and,
consequently, hundreds of millions
of people, presently, benefit from a
treatment for a terrible disease. This

Animal rights
What’s the deal with animal rights? Animal Rights
Advocates Inc. explains the concept in brief

T

he concept of rights for animals is simple. The most basic right of a sentient
being, whether they are human or any other animal, is the right to not be
someone else’s property. Being the property of another means that you are
treated as a resource; your only value is that which your owner places on you.
When it comes to other animals, being the property of humans means that they
can be tortured and killed in the name of profit – whether it is being imprisoned
and mutilated on farms, exploited in zoos, circuses and rodeos or poisoned for a
new detergent or mascara.
The economic interests of the property owner always outweigh the interests
of the property, even when this interest is to avoid suffering, to be free from
exploitation or even, simply, to live.
As long as other animals are considered property both in law and mainstream
opinion they will never be free from exploitation. Just as we oppose the exploitation
of humans, Animal Rights Advocates Inc. opposes the exploitation of other animals.
Whilst there is suffering and injustice in the world we will never be at peace.
Animal Rights Advocates Inc. (2014). Animal Rights.
Retrieved from www.ara.org.au on 6 August 2014.
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cost-benefit analysis is enshrined in
many laws relating to animal welfare.
The role of animal welfare
scientists is, on a practical level,
to improve animal wellbeing. On
a philosophical level, it accepts
some of the ways that human
activity impinges on the wellbeing
of animals and works to minimise their cost and maximise the
benefits to them.
From this perspective, it can
be argued that animal welfare
research justifies the continued
use of animals by humans, be it for
research, for food or in zoos. The
support for the continued use of
animals for scientific purposes is
a particular cause of conflict with
animal rights activists – hence why
my university department was
fire bombed.

HUMAN CONCERNS

I believe we should do our
utmost to improve constantly the
conditions of animals affected
by human activities. Like animal
rights advocates, my concern is to
improve the lot of animals. But,
while their approach is to abolish
the use of animals, my approach
is to work with animal industries.
We take a pragmatic stance that it
is impossible for modern society to
function without using animals – be
it for food or for medical research.
Most people I suspect have
sympathy for the welfare and rights
approach, depending on the issue
at hand. I, for example, would not
support research to improve the

What is sentience?
1. The quality or state of being sentient; consciousness.
2. Feeling as distinguished from perception or thought.

S

entience refers to self-awareness and the ability to experience a range of
sensations and emotions, of feeling pain and suffering, and of experiencing
a state of wellbeing.
Sentient animals are aware of their surroundings and of what happens to them.
Research is showing us that the lives of animals, including farmed animals, are
much more complex than we previously understood. Research suggests that
their social groupings, communication, feelings of pain, fear and anxiety, and the
positive feelings of pleasure and play are vitally important to them.
“We are not in any way speaking or thinking anthropomorphically when we say
that dogs and cats are sentient beings with distinct personalities. That is simply
a matter of fact. We have no doubt that they have an interest in avoiding pain,
suffering, and death. We grieve when they die. But our dogs and cats are no
different from the animals whose bodies we eat or who are used to produce
dairy and eggs.” (Gary Francione).
Animal Rights Advocates Inc. (2014). What is Sentience?
Retrieved from www.ara.org.au on 11 August 2014.

wellbeing of whales being hunted
for scientific or other purposes.
There is, in my opinion, no humane
way to kill whales and I disagree with
exploiting highly sentient animals
when the capacity to suffer seems
to be linked to cognitive abilities.
But I have to admit when the use
of animals affects my life directly
then I am more likely to support
an animal welfare approach. In the
past few years, several members of
my family have had life-threatening
conditions and all have survived
due to medical care based on
research using animals. Therefore
my interest in this subject derives
from what John Stuart Mills called
“enlightened self-interest” – that is,
we have a moral obligation to take

care of the animals who improve
our wellbeing.
Just like voting for a political
party, before you pin your flag to
one cause or another be sure you
understand the implication of your
choice and that you are prepared to
live with it. This might be animals
being held in imperfect conditions,
but conditions that are improving,
or a world without zoos and limited
medical advances.
Robert Young is Professor of Wildlife
Conservation at the University of Salford.

Young, R (21 May 2014).
Animal welfare and animal rights are
very different beasts. Retrieved from http://
theconversation.com/au on 23 July 2014.

Animal rights vs welfare
Animal Rights Advocates Inc. explains the distinction between animal rights and welfare

A

nimal rights and animal welfare are profoundly different movements and ideas. Animal welfare seeks to regulate the
exploitation of animals. Animal rights seeks to end it. On the frontiers of animal abuse – such as genetic engineering –
and in more traditional settings like vivisection and meat production, animal welfare’s task is to minimise unnecessary
suffering where possible. The greater good of humanity is always the primary concern, and will almost always justify
‘necessary’ suffering. The greater good may include an improved washing detergent or lipstick; food that takes more energy,
more land and more water to produce; or an amusing pastime, like hunting.
Animal rights does not believe in addressing ‘symptoms’ through monitoring and regulating animal abuse. Animal rights
instead addresses the fundamental root of animal suffering, which lies in the supremacist belief that animals, as part of the
non-human environment, exist only for human purposes. This belief results in the trivialisation of the lives of animals because
they are viewed merely as expendable, replaceable property of a worth measured only by human standards of money or
utility. However, non-human animals, like humans, do not exist for other’s sakes. They exist for their own.
Animal Rights Advocates Inc. (2014). Animal Rights vs Welfare. Retrieved from www.ara.org.au on 11 August 2014.
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SPECIESISM: THE FINAL FRONTIER
Even the most politically correct and progressive have a blind spot when it comes to our
attitude towards animals. It’s time to acknowledge it and get over it, writes Katrina Fox

T

wo hundred dolphins were
lured into a cove at Taiji
in Japan last month. Most
were brutally slaughtered while
others were chosen by marine park
officials to spend the rest of their
lives in captivity to entertain people.
The killing is planned to continue
until March.
Four thousand sheep from
Western Australia died on a ship
destined for the Middle East on
January 16, where temperatures on
the boat were so high, the animals
were baked alive.
And just last week Marius, a
18-month-old giraffe, was killed,
butchered and fed to the lions at
Copenhagen Zoo in front of a crowd,
including children to allegedly
prevent inbreeding.
These atrocities are but the most
recent examples of the horrendous
cruelty inflicted on non-human
animals. Sadly, they are a mere drop
in the oceans of bloodshed for the
benefit of people. Between 50-150
billion land animals are estimated
to be killed each year worldwide

for food alone, while the bodies of
about 250 million female cows are
exploited so we can consume their
milk, and as many as 115 million
animals are used in vivisection
lab tests.
All this violence is a result of
speciesism. The term was coined
by psychologist Richard Ryder
in 1970 and refers to a prejudice
similar to sexism or racism in that
the treatment of individuals is
determined by their membership
of a particular group. Just as less
value is placed on certain people
based on their sex, gender, race,
sexual orientation or other defining
characteristic, so too are animals
afforded even less consideration and
moral worth based on the fact they

are a species other than human.
In short, speciesism is taking place
whenever we justify the violence
and exploitation of other beings by
saying “they’re only animals”.
So insidious is the nature of
speciesism that even otherwise progressive individuals and groups are
guilty of it without recognising it.
Speciesism in action is when:

•• My fellow feminists decry rape

culture and the control of
women’s reproductive systems
while simultaneously posting
pictures of the (now barely recognisable) abused and tortured
bodies (or body parts) of nonhuman animals they’ve eaten for
lunch, or consume dairy products

Our excuses for speciesism range from “they’re not as
intelligent as us therefore are not deserving of moral
consideration” and “other animals eat other animals so
why shouldn’t we?” to “animals are accidently harmed in
the making of everything” and “plants are sentient too
and we eat those”.
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What is speciesism?
Animal Rights Advocates Inc. defines the term ‘speciesism’

T

he term speciesism relates to a moral superiority that puts human interests above some or all non-human animals or the
assigning of a hierarchy to animals in relation to their value. Speciesism is an ideology – a belief system – that legitimates
and inspires animal oppression by fusing moral significance with (a) membership in the human species and (b) human
cognition. Speciesism is used to exclude non-humans from the moral community because they do not belong to the species
Homo sapiens and because (most of them) do not possess our peculiar form of cognition. This ideology thus creates a hierarchy
of moral worth, with human animals at the apex, followed by all other animals, who are measured in terms of their cognitive
nearness to or distance from humans.
Prior to our understanding of the physiological similarities and common evolutionary origins between species, the devaluing
of animal interests could easily be supported by reference to common sense about superficial differences (such as inability to
‘speak’ to humans), to religious texts, or to intellectual ideas made popular for their usefulness (such as those of Descartes, who
saw animals as machines that did not feel pain).
Today there exists a pervasive cultural socialisation that ensures that many take our oppressive relationship to other species as
‘natural’. It is this, combined with vested corporate and state interests, that maintains exploitation on an unimaginable scale.
These barriers to equality remain to the detriment of all life on Earth. For the abuse of power through hierarchical order
manifests in many interacting problems. Just as unequal power relations between nations, genders, races, ethnicities, classes,
and sexualities have resulted in the historical oppression of certain groups, so unequal power relations (as a result of different
evolutionary adaptations) have resulted in the historical oppression of all other species by one.
“Whenever you see a bird in a cage, fish in a tank, or non-human mammal on a chain, you’re seeing speciesism. If you believe
that a bee or frog has less right to life and liberty than a chimpanzee or human, or you consider humans superior to other animals,
you subscribe to speciesism. If you visit aquaprisons and zoos, attend circuses that include ‘animal acts,’ wear non-human skin or
hair, or eat flesh, eggs, or cow-milk products, you practise speciesism. If you campaign for more ’humane’ slaughter of chickens
or less-cruel confinement of pigs, you perpetuate speciesism.”1
1. Dunayer, J (2004). Speciesism.
Animal Rights Advocates Inc. (2014). What is Speciesism? Retrieved from www.ara.org.au on 6 August 2014.

••

••

••

••

that are created by the hijacking
of the reproductive systems of
female cows.
An ad, featuring a woman’s
bottom depicted as a hamburger
bun is banned for being “exploitative and degrading to women”,
while the once living, breathing,
sentient animal whose body was
turned into the actual burger is
forgotten. She or he has become
so objectified and turned into a
something instead of a someone
that their suffering does not even
warrant consideration, let alone
outrage.
We call someone who has committed heinous acts that we
disapprove of an ‘animal’.
We hold a sausage sizzle to raise
money for a dog shelter, or a
high-end meat-laden dinner
to generate funds for marriage
equality.
Businesses that tout themselves as being ‘conscious’ or
‘ethical’ because they have developed outstanding standards in
their relationships with staff,
customers and suppliers and

perhaps even implemented some
environmentally responsible
initiatives, have practices that
involve animal exploitation or
cruelty.
•• You are horrified at another
culture that mass slaughters
and serves up cats and dogs for
dinner but do not have the same
reaction when it comes to cows,
pigs, sheep, hens or turkeys.
Our excuses for speciesism range
from “they’re not as intelligent as
us therefore are not deserving of
moral consideration” and “other
animals eat other animals so why
shouldn’t we?” to “animals are
accidently harmed in the making of
everything” and “plants are sentient
too and we eat those”.
Yet in a new film, Speciesism: The
Movie, which makes its Australian
debut screening in Sydney this
month, director Mark Devries puts
the case for debunking these arguments. In a fast-paced helicopter
ride over the subject, the film features
sound bites from an eclectic group of
people, including luminaries in the

animal rights movement, academics,
medical doctors, lawyers, farmers, a
holocaust survivor and a member of
America’s Nazi Party.
The film has been criticised
in some quarters for its Michael
Moore-inspired style and the age of
the director (Devries was 20 when
he started the project six years
ago). Yet, ironically, it’s more than
plausible that many such criticisms
are due to the deeply ingrained
speciesism of its detractors.
In much the same way that
campaigns for the rights and liberation of various oppressed groups of
humans were ridiculed throughout
history, so it is with speciesism.
The very concept is so foreign to
most people that they generally
react in two ways: with anger or
amusement. I have had friends who
are passionate about and active in
human-based social justice issues
tell me how ‘sweet’ or ‘adorable’ my
concern for animals is, yet would
no doubt consider it patronising
for their causes (of which I am
supportive of) to be referred to in
such a way.
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Those who rail against the
concept of speciesism often accuse
its proponents of anthropomorphism (falsely projecting human
qualities onto animals). Yet the
sentience and complex emotional
lives of animals has been well documented – from books such as When
Elephants Weep and The Pig Who
Sang to the Moon by Jeffrey Masson,
Pleasurable Kingdom by Dr Jonathan
Balcombe and The Cognitive Animal
and The Emotional Lives of Animals
by Professor Mark Bekoff.
Even if you can’t spare the time
to read these books, if you have any
doubts as to whether animals feel
emotions, watch this video of cows
playing in a field (http://youtu.be/
kUZ1YLhIAg8) or these bears, freed
from years living in a concrete pit
at a US bear park (http://peta2.
me/2mblj).
We have run out of excuses
for our inhumane treatment of
animals. According to Professor
Steve Garlick, President of the

Animal Justice Party, 80 per cent of
decisions made by parliaments in
Australia affect animals, yet their
interests are rarely considered.
It’s time to acknowledge the final
frontier of social justice and refuse
to be complicit in the exploitation
and brutality of others – all others.
With 2014 touted as the Year of
the Vegan, a good question to ponder
is one posed by Edgar’s Mission farm

animal sanctuary in its tagline: If
we could live happy and healthy
lives without harming others, why
wouldn’t we?
Katrina Fox is a freelance writer and
editor-in-chief of The Scavenger.
Fox, K (6 March 2014).
‘Speciesism: The final frontier’, The Drum.
Retrieved from www.abc.net.au/news
on 6 August 2014.

Arguments against speciesism
Courtesy of Animal Ethics, a US-based charity

T

he question of whether or not we should favour the interests of humans over those of non-human animals is at the core
of animal ethics. The view that we should favour human interests has been criticised as speciesist. The claim that we
should favour humans over other animals, and thus treat non-humans disadvantageously, has been defended in several
different ways:

hh
hh
hh
hh

By simply stating that we should act that way without presenting any argument to back up that view.1
By claiming that humans are in a superior position for reasons that cannot be corroborated in any way.2
By claiming that humans have certain special capacities that we can verify non-humans don’t have.3
By claiming that humans have certain special relations with each other that we can verify we don’t have with non-humans.4

hh
hh
hh
hh

These claims have been responded to in the following ways:
If we accept an impartial viewpoint, we’ll have to reject the disadvantageous consideration of non-humans.
A difference in treatment for arbitrary reasons cannot be accepted.
The reasons defended to not fully consider non-human animals also apply in the case of some human beings.
The reasons defended to not fully consider non-human animals aren’t morally relevant.
NOTES

1. Gaita, R (2003). The philosopher’s dog: Friendships with animals, London: Routledge. Posner, R (2004). ‘Animal rights: Legal, philosophical
and pragmatical perspectives’, in Sunstein, C. & Nussbaum, M. (eds.), Animal rights: Current debates and new directions, Oxford: Oxford
University Press, pp. 51-77.
2. Harrison, P (1989). ‘Theodicy and animal pain’, Philosophy, 64, pp. 79-92. Reichmann, JB (2000). Evolution, animal ‘rights’ and the
environment, Washington: The Catholic University of America Press.
3. Carruthers, P (1992). The animal issue: Moral theory in practice, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Ferry, L (1992). Le nouvel ordre
écologique: l’arbre, l’animal et l’homme, Paris: Grasset. Frey, RG (1980). Interests and rights: The case against animals, Oxford: Oxford
University Press. Leahy, MPT (1991). Against liberation: Putting animals in perspective, London: Routledge.
4. Goldman, M (2001). ‘A trascendental defense of speciesism’, Journal of Value Inquiry, 33, pp. 59-69. Midgley, M (1983). Animals and
why they matter, Athens: University Georgia Press. Mosterín, J (1998). ¡Vivan los animales!, Madrid: Debate. Næss, A (1989). Ecology,
community and lifestyle, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Petrinovich, L (1999). Darwinian dominion: Animal welfare and human
interests, Massachusetts: MIT Press.
Animal Ethics Inc (2014). Arguments against speciesism. Retrieved from www.animal-ethics.org on 11 August 2014.
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ANIMAL WELFARE DEBATE
MOVES TO A SPECIOUS LEVEL
There is a wide range of logical and moral arguments to the effect that the concept
of speciesism is badly flawed, and not appropriate as a basis for framing laws
and regulations associated with animal welfare, argues Mick Keogh

A

nimal welfare for farm animals is an issue that
generates impassioned and emotional debates,
and it is often difficult to separate the emotional
attachment that some people have for individual animals
from the broader issues associated with managing
large numbers of farm animals that are raised to meet
consumer demand for food.
The extent of the emotionalism that is being introduced into this debate and the shifting intellectual
framework that is being applied to support these
emotive positions was recently expounded at length in
an opinion piece posted on the ABC’s The Drum opinion
website (see the previous article on pages 5-7 of this book).
The piece essentially argued that humans are
engaging in ‘speciesism’ when they seek to justify the
slaughter animals and consumption of animal products
by saying “they’re only animals”. The piece then explains
the emergence of the concept of speciesism.
“The term was coined by psychologist Richard Ryder in
1970 and refers to a prejudice similar to sexism or racism
in that the treatment of individuals is determined by their
membership of a particular group. Just as less value is placed
on certain people based on their sex, gender, race, sexual

Concepts such as ‘speciesism’ and ‘sentience’ are
starting to gain traction in the broader community
debates that are occurring about these issues, and
unless the livestock industries seriously engage
in all levels of these debates, these concepts will
become accepted as a logical basis for framing
regulations and standards that will render
Australian livestock industries uncompetitive.

orientation or other defining characteristic, so too are
animals afforded even less consideration and moral worth
based on the fact they are a species other than human.”
The author argued: “Our excuses for speciesism range
from “they’re not as intelligent as us therefore are not
deserving of moral consideration” and “other animals
eat other animals so why shouldn’t we?” to “animals are
accidentally harmed in the making of everything” and
“plants are sentient too and we eat those”
She further argued: “Those who rail against the
concept of speciesism often accuse its proponents of
anthropomorphism (falsely projecting human qualities
onto animals). Yet the sentience and complex emotional
lives of animals has been well documented.”
The ultimate objective in developing the concept of
speciesism as something akin to sexism or racism is to
apply the concept to animal welfare and animal rights
debates, ultimately to the conclusion that livestock
industries that exploit animals cannot be morally
justified, and should all be banned.
There are a wide range of logical and moral arguments to the effect that the concept of speciesism is
badly flawed, and not appropriate as a basis for framing
laws and regulations associated with animal welfare. For
example, if speciesism is a valid concept and no species
have rights to exploit other species, then it is not just
humans but in fact every other species on the planet
that is guilty of speciesism. The lion that kills and eats
an antelope is just as guilty as the dolphin that eats
another fish, or the herbivore that consumes a plant
or the bird that eats an insect.
While those involved in the livestock industries
might dismiss speciesism as a concept dreamed up by
deranged extremists, the risk is that by dismissing these
concepts out of hand rather than engaging in debates,
the concepts gain some credibility and acceptance. They
then gradually become part of the logical framework
underpinning the formulation of animal welfare standards by governments, and perhaps even more importantly
by commercial entities such as supermarket retailers.
It is already evident that concepts such as ‘speciesism’
and ‘sentience’ are starting to gain traction in the broader
community debates that are occurring about these issues,
and unless the livestock industries seriously engage in
all levels of these debates, these concepts will become
accepted as a logical basis for framing regulations and
standards that will render Australian livestock industries
uncompetitive.
Keogh, M (23 February 2014). Animal welfare debate moves to a specious
level. Retrieved from www.farminstitute.org.au on 11 August 2014.
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ANIMAL CRUELTY
The entire community, animals and humans, benefit from
our services to prevent animal cruelty. RSPCA WA works
tirelessly to prevent suffering and cruelty to all animals,
continually and actively promote their care, enforce and
improve animal welfare legislation, provide high quality
rescue and welfare services and raise awareness of animal
welfare issues and lead public debate.

F

What is animal cruelty and what is
the most common form of cruelty?

or staff at the RSPCA, there is no such thing as a
typical day. For our rescue officers and inspectors,
each day is unpredictable and challenging and
often physically and emotionally demanding. Each case
of cruelty against a defenseless animal can be equally
heartbreaking.
••
••
••
••

Cruelty can be divided into four main categories:
Cruelty through ignorance
Cruelty through neglect
Cruelty through malicious intent
Endorsed cruelty.

Cruelty through ignorance
The RSPCA encounters many animals that have
suffered merely because their owners have failed to
understand how to adequately care for them (i.e. feeding,
housing, grooming, health requirements, etc). The
owner may not intend to be cruel, but rather lacks an
understanding of the responsibilities required to look
after an animal in an appropriate manner.
Cruelty through neglect
Neglect is a primary cause of cruelty and occurs
when a person has inadequate consideration for the
condition of their animal. There could be various reasons
for this – financial hardship, lack of compassion or not
wanting the animal in the first place. Neglect of animals
comes in many forms including no available shelter for
the animal, deficient feed or water, neglected grooming
and lack of veterinary treatment.
Malicious intent
Deliberate acts of cruelty to animals are impossible
to comprehend and are one of the most difficult aspects
of working at the RSPCA. Some types of malicious
and senseless cruelty witnessed by the RSPCA include
kicking, beating, poisoning, intentional starvation and
even torture of defenseless animals as well as organised
events such as cock fighting and dog fighting.
Endorsed cruelty
Nationally, the RSPCA produces campaigns in an
effort to educate the wider community about animal
welfare practices that while legal, are considered cruel
and unnecessary. An example of this is duck shooting,
the live export trade, rodeos, etc.

One of the most common types
of cruelty to animals that we see is
cruelty through neglect.

What causes people to
be cruel to animals?

This is a very difficult question to
answer and often there is no definitive
reason. Animal abuse may be caused by
ignorance, a lack of understanding on how to
properly care for an animal, lack of compassion,
mental health issues, or deliberate acts of
cruelty out of anger. The RSPCA works tirelessly
to educate the community on responsible pet
ownership in an effort to decrease instances
of animal cruelty.

What should the community look out
for when identifying animal cruelty?

The RSPCA relies on members of the public to be our
eyes and ears in the community and encourage anyone
who may have witnessed an act of cruelty to report it to
us as soon as possible. Cruelty can come in many varied
forms, so if you see anything that looks suspicious, the
best thing to do is report it.

Is animal cruelty increasing? If so, why?

The number of cruelty reports investigated by our
inspectorate has increased by approximately 70% over
the last five years.
This could be due to enhanced educational and
promotion programs – aided by such things as the
RSPCA Animal Rescue television show – has resulted
in improved social awareness of animal welfare issues
and a greater understanding of the RSPCA’s roles
and responsibilities in the community. With animal
welfare now at the forefront of the community’s social
conscious, members of the public are becoming increasingly proactive about reporting animal cruelty.

How can we stop people
being cruel to animals?

One of the most common types of cruelty to animals
that we see is cruelty through neglect. Neglect is a
primary cause of cruelty and occurs when a person
has inadequate consideration for the condition of
their animal. There could be various reasons for this –
financial hardship, lack of compassion or not wanting
the animal in the first place. Neglect of animals comes
in many forms including no available shelter for the
animal, deficient feed or water, neglected grooming
and lack of veterinary treatment.
Education is vital in decreasing animal cruelty and
the RSPCA works tirelessly to educate the public on
responsible pet ownership and what it means to be a
responsible pet owner.
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Animal abuse may be caused by ignorance,
a lack of understanding on how to properly
care for an animal, lack of compassion,
mental health issues, or deliberate acts
of cruelty out of anger.
When a prospective pet owner visits the RSPCA
WA Shelter and decides they want to adopt an animal,
our shelter staff take them through pre-adoption
counselling to determine whether an animal is suitable
for their lifestyle, whether they will have the means
to properly care for that animal, and looks at which
species and breed of animal is right for them. This is
to ensure that the bond between pet and owner is a
strong and lasting one, and all of our beautiful animals
go to loving forever homes.
The RSPCA encounters many animals that have
suffered merely because their owners have failed to
understand how to adequately care for them (i.e.
feeding, housing, grooming, health requirements, etc).
The owner may not intend to be cruel, but rather lacks
an understanding of the responsibilities required to
look after an animal in an appropriate manner. We
continue to educate the public on how to properly
care for their animals.
Deliberate acts of cruelty to animals are impossible
to comprehend and are one of the most difficult aspects
of working at the RSPCA. Some types of malicious
and senseless cruelty witnessed by the RSPCA include
kicking, beating, poisoning, intentional starvation and
even torture of defenseless animals as well as organised
events such as cock fighting and dog fighting. The
RSPCA continues to fight for harsher penalties for
animal cruelty crimes to act as deterrence to those
who are deliberately cruel to animals.

How does the RSPCA help
animals that have been mistreated?

If an animal is mistreated or neglected by its owner
and seized by the RSPCA, our staff and volunteers
will do everything they can to rehabilitate the animal,
provide veterinary care for the animal, bring to justice
those responsible for the cruelty and ultimately find the
animal a loving new home.
Unfortunately there will always be some cases where
a mistreated animal’s injuries or illnesses are too severe,
in which case the animal will be humanely euthanased.
However, we have an exceptional re-homing rate
thanks to a number of rehabilitation initiatives, like
our foster care program, and an animal that is available
for adoption will stay with us for as long as it needs to
before it finds a new forever home.
RSPCA WA. Animal Cruelty (Information sheet).
Retrieved from www.rspcawa.asn.au on 11 August 2014.

Duty of care
As well as preventing cruelty to animals by enforcing
existing legislation, the RSPCA also works to improve
animal welfare through reforming legislation.

A

nimal welfare legislation is developed and administered at the state and territory level. It has undergone
significant reforms in recent times. Most notably,
legislation has evolved to broaden its scope from simply
prohibiting acts of cruelty to animals, to actively promoting
the welfare of animals. This is reflected through the concept
of ‘duty of care’.
If you are in charge of an animal, you have a duty of care to
that animal – no matter why you are in charge of it, what
you are using it for or how long it will be in your care.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Duty of care is based on the internationally recognised
‘Five Freedoms’ of animal welfare:
Freedom from hunger and thirst: by ready access to
fresh water and a diet to maintain full health and vigour.
Freedom from discomfort: by providing an
appropriate environment including shelter and a
comfortable resting area.
Freedom from pain, injury or disease: by
prevention through rapid diagnosis and treatment.
Freedom to express normal behaviour: by
providing sufficient space, proper facilities and
company of the animal’s own kind.
Freedom from fear and distress: by ensuring conditions
and treatment which avoid mental suffering.

Reforming animal welfare legislation
There are still many areas in which legislation can be improved
to prevent cruelty and ensure that it continues to improve
the welfare of animals. We believe the core components of
such legislation should include:
hh Recognition of animals as sentient beings with
intrinsic value
hh An absolute prohibition on all forms of animal cruelty
hh The promotion of animal welfare through the imposition
of positive duties that are based on the ‘Five Freedoms’
hh Enforcement mechanisms which provide for both
educational and punitive responses to animal
welfare offences
hh Procedural mechanisms which promote the efficient
and effective enforcement of the legislation
hh Governance mechanisms which promote the legitimacy
of the regulatory framework.
Policy versus powers of enforcement
As well as working to enforce and improve animal welfare
legislation, the RSPCA develops and promotes policies for
the humane treatment of animals that reflect contemporary
values and scientific knowledge. These policies set out the
way we would like the world to be – and help us set out
our agenda for change.
Sometimes there is a significant gap between what our
policies aim for and what the legislation currently allows.
When this is the case, the RSPCA can only enforce existing
legislation.
RSPCA. Duty of care. Retrieved from
www.rspca.org.au on 6 August 2014.
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WE HAVE ANIMAL WELFARE LAWS
BUT THEY DON’T STOP THE SUFFERING
We are a very long way from recognising that animals have anything like
fundamental ‘rights’ in Australia, assert Siobhan O’Sullivan and Dinesh Wadiwel

J

ulian Burnside and Daniel
Reynolds wrote recently for The
Conversation that:
… animals do have greater
rights than asylum seekers in
Australia. In fact, Australian law
requires that animals be treated
humanely, yet allows humans to
be treated like animals.

We believe there are deep problems with this reasoning, which also
unnecessarily risks dividing two
important social justice causes.

ANIMALS DO
NOT HAVE ‘RIGHTS’

Animals do not have ‘rights’ in
Australia. Australia’s international
human rights obligations impose
duties upon states to apply basic
protections to human-persons.
These include, for example, a right
to life, freedom from torture and
freedom from arbitrary detention.
There are no similar basic protections for animals.
Australia does have longstanding
animal welfare laws. Each state
and territory in Australia has such
laws and there is a National Animal
Welfare Strategy – although the
recent federal budget included
significant funding cuts to the
strategy. It is also true that the
strategy makes grand motherhood
statements such as that animals
under human control should
be “healthy, properly fed and
comfortable”.
However, the way such statements are translated into practice
varies greatly depending on the
species of animal in question and
how the person controlling the
animal makes use of that animal.
The life of a racing dog is very
different to that of a lap dog, and
those differences are reflected
in the law.

Think, for example, about
animals bred to become food.
The floor of a typical factory farm
would be enough to reduce even
the most hardened human rights
lawyer to tears.

Think, for example, about
animals bred to become
food. The floor of a typical
factory farm would be
enough to reduce even the
most hardened human
rights lawyer to tears.
Australia’s animal welfare regulatory structure consists of laws,
regulations and national codes. In
the case of battery hens, the relevant
code for commercial egg-laying
hens stipulates that modern cages

must provide each hen with 550cm2.
That is a smaller area than a piece
of A4 paper.
If you’re thinking to yourself, “but hens like being highly
confined”, think again. The same
code allows egg growers to remove
hens’ beaks. They do this for one
reason: highly confined hens will
peck each other to death.
In the case of intensive agriculture, it is not clear if animal welfare
protections are there for the benefit
of animals or rather serve to codify
harmful practice. Certainly, far
from granting rights to animals,
critics argue that Australia’s animal
welfare regulatory framework
provides farmers with a defence
against harm.
One of the cornerstone rights in
the Universal Declaration of Human

With an area smaller than an A4 sheet of paper required per bird, battery hens are
debeaked so they don’t peck each other to death.
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the inherent cruelty of current
practices, helps us to be better
advocates for the rights of both
animals and humans.
Strong voices from advocates
such as Burnside and Reynolds are
needed now more than ever as the
Australian government moves to
implement an even stricter asylum
seeker regime, which very clearly
violates basic human rights norms.
But we also urgently need voices to
advocate for animals, and to do so
with the facts in view.
Siobhan O’Sullivan is Research Fellow,
School of Social and Political Sciences
at the University of Melbourne.
Dinesh Wadiwel is Director, Master
of Human Rights at the University
of Sydney.

The kangaroo industry code of practice allows for joeys to be killed with a
heavy blunt object.

In the case of intensive agriculture, it is not clear if animal welfare
protections are there for the benefit of animals or rather serve
to codify harmful practice. Certainly, far from granting rights to
animals, critics argue that Australia’s animal welfare regulatory
framework provides farmers with a defence against harm.
Rights is the “right to life” (Article
3). Animals in Australia have no
such right, quite simply because we
kill animals for food. In Australia,
for example, we kill approximately
500 million chickens a year, 33
million sheep a year and five million
pigs a year.
It is also lawful in Australia to
kill the most privileged animals of
all, companion animals. In 2010-11,
RSPCA NSW killed almost 20,000
unwanted companion animals.
Unwanted companion animals are
usually killed via lethal injection.
Australia’s treatment of animals
that are deemed ‘pests’ can be
much more brutal. The commercial kangaroo industry’s national
code of practice states that when a
female kangaroo is shot her joeys
must be killed by a “blow to the
head” with a “heavy blunt object”.
In other words, the law prescribes
that joeys be bludgeoned to death.
We are a very long way from

O’Sullivan, S and Wadiwel, D (21 August
2014). We have animal welfare laws but
they don’t stop the suffering. Retrieved
from http://theconversation.com/au
on 22 August 2014.

recognising that animals have
anything like fundamental ‘rights’
in Australia.

SEEK JUSTICE FOR
HUMANS AND ANIMALS

The dehumanising treatment of
asylum seekers that is part and parcel
of the Australian mandatory detention regime should only remind us
that severe violations of human
rights actually look a lot like what
we routinely do to animals.
Whenever we subject a human
to a loss of the right to “life, liberty
and security” or subject a human
to “cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment”, we should surely be
aware that globally billions of
animals are exposed to this sort
of violence every day in pursuit of
food, research output, or simply
because some people enjoy hunting
or betting on the races.
We believe that understanding
what we humans do to animals,
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Animal welfare standards must
work for all, not just industry
AN OPINION PIECE BY CLIVE PHILLIPS, FROM THE CENTRE FOR ANIMAL
WELFARE AND ETHICS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND

I

n medieval times the leader of a victorious army
planted a standard to signify ownership of territory. The standard signified all that its supporters
believed in. Similarly, the rewriting of Australia’s
“model codes of practice for the welfare of animals”
as “standards” needs the involvement of everyone in
Australia’s animal production chain, including the
public. But if the usual process is followed, expect
standards heavily weighted towards industry.

Industry first; animals, their
advocates and science second

The government has recently called for a rewrite of
the standards. Small groups with representation from
state and federal government and industry will work on
each standard. The cost of the process will be equally
shared between these three primary groups. A scientist
will join the group if it is considered necessary.
Relying on animal industries for part-funding of
the process – alongside their pivotal involvement in
standards writing together with primary industry
governments – will bring pressure to have minimal
standards that do not constrain current practices. Of
course industry representatives have to take part in the
process, but often they are not aware of what is required
by the public. Animal advocacy groups must also be
represented at this level.
Australia’s proposed process has much less emphasis
on a thorough review of the scientific literature than
has been the case for European standards for animal
welfare. Science will be optional and must not hold up
the process. Disappointingly, science has sometimes
been commissioned by industry groups in an attempt
to provide support for blatantly damaging standards for
animal welfare. This was the case recently in the embittered bobby calf debate. Industry wanted to extend the
time for which young, weak calves could be transported
without the liquids that are necessary to keep them alive.
Researchers provided scientific evidence (Fisher A et al.
(2010) Determining a suitable time off feed of bobby calf
transport under Australian conditions) which they said
supported extending this time. Other scientists said the
research actually supported a reduction.
Admittedly the European scientific reviews that
precede their animal welfare standards are available to
inform Australian standards, but the different conditions
will make this difficult. As a result, arguments will be made
that the European standards, which are generally stricter
than those currently used in Australia, are not relevant.
After standards are established they will be passed
to a reference group, which includes the animal welfare
advocacy groups representing the public interest. This

is where most problems occur: generally an impasse
between animal advocacy and industry representatives.
Face-to-face meetings are likely to be necessary to reach
agreement, and do occasionally happen, but have not
been built into the process.

Must, should or may?

The government proposes the codes of practice be
rewritten as a combination of standards and guidelines.
Standards will be written as actions that “must” happen,
enforceable in law. Guidelines will carry less force and
will be written as actions that “should” happen. It’s good
to have a distinction between actions that are required
and those that are only desirable. But a more honest
wording for optional actions would be “may” or “could”.
Some distinction between obligatory and optional
actions is necessary because animal management
systems are complex and people’s expectations are
varied. Certain actions must be conducted at all times,
such as providing a suitable diet. Some must never
happen, such as cruelly beating an animal.
Standards are usually based on the bare minimum
everyone agrees is required. Australian standards are
likely to be stricter than the international standards of
the World Health Organisation, because of the many
developing countries that sign up to the latter. We can
(and should) afford higher standards of animal welfare
than the developing countries.
Guidelines are more aspirational and an opportunity
to encourage consumers to support better standards.
Rather than mix the two in one document, it would be
better to produce first a legally enforceable, and enforced,
set of minimum standards. Then, in conjunction with
retailers, it would be worthwhile and less confusing to
separately produce a set of guidelines to best practice.
These could be linked to higher payments for animal
products by consumers. Arguably the government does
not need to be part of this process; bodies such as RSPCA
are already doing it.
Australia must plant a strong animal welfare standard
in its soil, a standard which all Australians will support.
Gandhi said, “the greatness of a nation and its moral
progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated”.
We must not have a standard that simply represents the
regulation of industry, by industry, for industry. It must be
a standard that is agreed by a democratic process and will
stand the test of time, for the benefit of animals and society.

Phillips, C (6 March 2013). Animal welfare standards must
work for all, not just industry. Retrieved from
http://theconversation.com/au on 23 July 2014.
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CHAPTER 2
Animal exploitation and use

ANIMAL EXPLOITATION
A FACT SHEET OVERVIEW FROM LOBBY GROUP ANIMALS AUSTRALIA

••
••
••
••
••

Non-human animals are exploited and abused in
many ways, including:
Raising them for food and clothing
In entertainments such as rodeos and circuses
The killing of native and introduced animals
Testing medicines, cosmetics and household products
and in scientific experiments of many kinds
When companion animals are abused or neglected.

A

nimals are often regarded as commodities, and
their wellbeing is considered important only
insofar as it effects productivity and profit.
But they are sentient beings, and they require greater
consideration.

FARM ANIMALS

Animals kept in intensive farming systems endure
restrictions in their movement, space allowance and
social contact. Such intensive animal housing systems
cause suffering and stress to animals by preventing the
animals’ natural behaviour, increasing the likelihood of
disease and by causing physical injury and deformities.
Animals suffer from serious stress during transportation by road or train, as well as exposing them to a high
possibility of dehydration, hunger, cold, heat, bruising,
broken limbs, lacerations and suffocation. Particular
problems occur with large animals in multi-deck or
inadequately sized crates and with the transport of
pregnant animals.

CHICKEN PRODUCTION

In intensive production units, thousands of broiler
chickens (chickens reared for meat) are kept in darkened
sheds with a stocking density of up to 20 per square
metre. They are bred to grow as fast as possible and
killed when they are 6-7 weeks old.
It is estimated that around 4 per cent die before reaching
slaughter weight. Causes of death and suffering include:

Crippling

Meat chickens have been selected for their very high
growth rate, which, combined with the lack of exercise,
results in leg bones unable to support the bird’s weight,
resulting in bent or twisted legs and toes, slipped tendons,

deformed vertebrae and arthritis, all of which inflict
extreme pain.

Disease

As with all intensive animal housing, the housing of
chickens in a crowded and contaminated environment
greatly increases the likelihood of spread of infectious
diseases, such as salmonellosis and various respiratory
diseases. The recent outbreaks of bird flu in Asia and
elsewhere indicate the risks, both to humans and
chickens, of keeping chickens in intensive conditions.

Egg production

In the intensive egg production system (battery
system), hens are kept in small wire cages, 3 or 4 to a
cage. Battery cages are stacked tier upon tier on long
rows, in large sheds which can hold up to 50,000 birds.
Battery cages fail to provide for the physical and
behavioural wellbeing of hens. The hens suffer poor
bone development from lack of exercise, pecking from
other hens, overcrowding, as well as foot, feather and
skin damage caused by abrasion from the wire floor
and walls.
They are also denied natural behaviours such as
nesting, dust bathing and foraging, and are subjected to
unnaturally long light cycles in order to increase their
laying rates.
These conditions lead to frustration, aggressiveness,
and cannibalism. To prevent cannibalism, hens are
debeaked by having up to half of the upper beak and
one third of the lower beak cut off. Such a cut through
nerves causes immediate and often, permanent pain in
the beak stump.
Because they have no use in the intensive egg production system, millions of male chicks are killed every year.
At the end of their ‘productive’ life (12-18 months)
layer hens (then also called ‘spent’ hens, ‘end of lay’ hens
or ‘cull’ hens) are taken from their cages and transported
to slaughtering establishments.
Up to 55 per cent of hens sustain at least one broken
bone by the time they reach the stage of pre-slaughter
stunning. Brittle and weak bones result from
osteoporosis and inadequate exercise in battery cages
increase the incidence of bone breakage and suffering
caused by callous handling.
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INTENSIVE PIG FARMING

Intensive piggeries fail to provide for the physical and
behavioural wellbeing of pigs. Intensively housed pigs
suffer from stress, increased susceptibility to disease, leg
deformities and behavioural deprivation.
Female pigs for breeding are denied access to nesting
material and are kept in single crates with insufficient
room to move or turn around. When piglets are born,
the design of the crate denies the sows appropriate and
full physical contact with their mother. Piglets have
their teeth clipped, ears notched and tails docked, all
without anaesthetic.
Given the widespread suffering inherent in intensive
pig farming, there is an urgent need to develop and implement more humane housing systems such as outdoor
straw yards which include rooting areas, kennels, and
enough space to meet the pigs’ behavioural requirements.

EXTENSIVE SHEEP INDUSTRY

Reared for wool and possibly also meat production,
millions of sheep suffer and die annually in Australia as
a result of inadequate management practices.
In southern climates, newly shorn sheep, newborn
lambs and pregnant and mothering ewes frequently die
from exposure. In hot conditions, particularly in the
arid and semi-arid areas, sheep often die of starvation,
thirst or heat stroke.
Sheep are also routinely subjected to painful mutilations such as mulesing, tail docking and castration,
all without anaesthetic. Mulesing, intended to prevent
fly-strike in some sheep strains such as merinos, involves
the cutting off of skin folds around the tail area , without
anaesthetic. Scientific observations have shown it is an
intensely painful procedure.

DAIRY FARMING

In intensive dairy farms, cows are usually artificially
inseminated to increase their breeding rates. Unnaturally
frequent pregnancies, along with insemination with
semen from large breeds (for the veal industry) cause
difficult and painful calving and may cause internal
organ damage. As a result, a dairy cow’s life expectancy
is significantly shortened.
Calves are generally separated from their mothers
shortly after birth and killed for ‘baby veal’, or raised
artificially for the veal industry or herd replacement.
Separation causes both mother and offspring to suffer
emotionally and physically.

In the live sheep export industry, in an average year
about fifty thousand sheep die during the sea journey.
Those that survive have a high chance of suffering
injuries, illnesses such as salmonellosis and pneumonia,
constant stress, climatic extremes, inability to eat pellet
feed and poor and crowded housing conditions. Other
welfare concerns include unloading at multiple ports;
inadequate feedlot facilities in the importing countries;
and lack of control by Australian authorities over the
treatment of the sheep in the country of destination.

COMPANION ANIMALS

Animals kept commonly as companion animals such
as dogs, cats, rabbits, horses and guinea pigs are often
kept in inadequate conditions. Tens of thousands of
unwanted animals are surrendered to animal shelters
each year, and many of these are killed when new homes
cannot be found for them. Many more are abandoned
in areas where their likely fate is death by accident,
starvation, disease or predators.
Companion animals should be identified (permanently and painlessly) to ensure their safe return if lost or
stolen, and to encourage owners to take responsibility
towards the animals in their care.

NATIVE WILDLIFE

Increasing numbers of native Australian animals
are being exploited because they are seen to have some
commercial value. Often, the exploitation is justified
by the relevant industry when the species is considered
a ‘pest’.
Methods of killing wild animals are often inhumane
while capture, farming, as well as trade practices,
frequently put the welfare of the animals at risk.
Transportation of live native animals for trade often
results in high mortality.

LIVE EXPORTS

Many millions of animals, mostly sheep and cattle,
are exported live by sea to countries in the Middle East
and South-East Asia.
Live export is generally justified by claiming that
importing countries require animals to be slaughtered
according to religious requirements, principally Halal.
There is little basis for this claimed justification, as a
number of Australian abattoirs perform slaughter of
animals in a manner acceptable to Muslim consumers.
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Confinement of wild animals, whether captive
bred or not, causes suffering due to stress, behavioural
deprivation and increased susceptibility to disease and
the possibility of physical injury. Native animals kept as
companion animals need specialised attention but often
suffer from poor care and inadequate housing.

WILDLIFE POPULATION CONTROL

Control of native animal populations is commonly
undertaken in Australia when the animals are regarded
as ‘pests’ because they are perceived to destroy crops or
to compete with, or predate on, farm animals.
Traditional control methods, including shooting,
poisoning and trapping, are generally ineffective in
the long-term, indiscriminate, and are responsible for
causing pain and suffering to both target and nontarget animals.
Despite being banned in many countries, the steel-jaw
trap, one of the most brutal and indiscriminate population control methods, is still being used, particularly
in Australia for the control of dingoes.
Once trapped, an animal will often gnaw at its trapped
limb in an effort to release it. As well as experiencing
severe pain from the injury sustained from the trap,
trapped animals also suffer from fear, dehydration,
weather conditions or predation or attacks from
other animals.

DUCK SHOOTING

Each year, during the open shooting season, countless
native ducks are killed or injured for recreation. Shooting
causes pain, suffering, fear, stress and death to the
ducks, but also to non-game birds, and other animals.
The frequent killing and wounding of protected or
endangered birds is of particular concern.
It is established that duck shooters wound at least as
many birds as they kill outright, simply because of the

inaccuracy of shotguns, which are used in duck shooting.
In addition, duck shooting contributes to environmental
contamination by lead from shotgun pellets, tonnes
of which remain in the environment. Birds and other
species can suffer lead poisoning as a result of ingesting
these pellets.

HUNTING

It is a curious thing that hunting and killing animals
for fun is tolerated in Australian society. Hunters often
seek to justify this by claiming that hunting is necessary
to control the populations of animals. However, it is
surely more accurate to say that they are just satisfying
their bloodlust.
Hunted animals are likely to suffer stress, pain and
injury before being killed in a hunt. Young animals whose
mothers have been killed will usually starve to death.
The most common hunting weapons are guns, but
knives and bows and arrows are also used by hunters.
Inexperienced hunters and those who are not very skilled
are likely to injure a large proportion of their prey.
In duck, fox, pig and deer hunting, dogs are used to
track, attack and/or retrieve the preys. Dogs may cause,
and in some cases (pig hunting), suffer, extensive injuries.

KANGAROOS, EUROS AND WALLABIES

Commercial and non-commercial shooting and
poisoning are cruel and wasteful methods of solving the
alleged ‘pest’ problem caused by some kangaroos, euros
and wallabies. Although macropods are ‘protected’ wildlife in all Australian states and territories, the kangaroo
industry is responsible for the world’s largest land-based
commercial slaughter. The primary motivation in commercial kangaroo shooting is maximum profit, not pest
control, animal welfare or wildlife conservation.
As the shooting is highly dispersed and done at night,
it is almost impossible to supervise for the detection of
cruel and illegal practices. An RSPCA Australia study
in 1985 showed that 15 per cent of kangaroos shot by
commercial shooters died inhumanely. The proportion
is even higher for non-commercial shooting. Joeys whose
mothers have been killed may be left to starve.

FISHING

Fishing in all forms means pain and stress for millions
of fish every year. Unfortunately, due to widespread
public misinformation and ignorance, fish are generally
not effectively protected by animal welfare legislation
and are therefore subject to inhumane fishing practices.
In line fishing, suffering occurs when the hook pierces
the fish’s flesh; when the animal is being pulled out of
the water whereupon it slowly suffocates; and when
the hook is removed while the fish is still alive. Pain is
further increased for large fish when gaff hooks are used
to pull them out of the water.
In drag-netting, fish are subject to drastic changes in
ambient pressures resulting in damage to internal organs
and gills. They also suffer from compression under the
weight of other fish in nets, and from suffocation.
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Live baiting involves additionally the suffering of the
bait, a small live fish threaded onto a hook, often through
both eye sockets. Live baits may be dragged in the water
for long periods of time, until a predator attacks them.
In big game fishing, ‘playing on the line’, sometimes
for hours, causes intense suffering and panic to the fish.
In fish farms, fish can suffer from stress and diseases when
they are kept in overstocked and unnatural conditions.

CIRCUSES

Circus living conditions almost inevitably do not
meet the welfare and behavioural needs of performing
circus animals. Animals in circuses endure suffering
due to caging, inadequate social and environmental
stimulation, the rigours of transportation and training
and performing regimes.
Keeping animals to perform in circuses is particularly
problematical where it involves wild exotic animal species
as it denies their most basic behavioural needs. Animals
such as elephants and camels are usually tethered,
chained or kept in small enclosures. Tigers, lions, bears
or monkeys spend most of their lives in small bare cages,
with little exercise. Often they only leave their cages
when they are performing in the ring.
Animals such as elephants and primates, who in
their native habitat live within rich and complex social
structures, are mostly alone or in the company of only
a few members of their species.
Instead of covering large distances to catch prey,
circus lions and tigers can only pace up and down their
small cages. Instead of foraging for food in family groups,
lonely circus elephants are often seen rocking from
side to side – a stereotyped behaviour acknowledged
by animal scientists as a sign of chronic stress.

WHALING

There is no humane way to kill whales. Their death is
slow and inhumane, brought about by explosive devices
and harpoons. There are cruelty-free alternatives for
all products derived from whales, and even indigenous
peoples are no longer dependent on whaling for
their survival.

HORSE RACING

Commercial horse racing, by its nature, often places
financial considerations ahead of the welfare of the
animals involved. During racing and training horses
endure high physical and psychological stress.
Racing is particularly dangerous for young horses
whose physical development is not complete. When ill
health or age prevents them from winning races and
providing a financial advantage to their owners, racing
horses are often sold and transported for hundreds of
kilometres to knackeries.
The most dangerous form of racing is jump racing,
including hurdling and steeplechasing, whereby the
combination of fatigue, pre-existing injury, speed,
stress and potential errors of judgement by both horse
and rider, contribute to a high risk of injury and death.

ANIMALS IN RESEARCH

The majority of animals used in research are subjected
to some degree of pain or stress during the experimental
procedure or as a result of the environment in which
they are kept prior to or after the procedures.
The public perception that animal-based research
primarily takes place in the field of medicine is false.
Animal-based research is widely used in agriculture and
basic scientific research.
The use of animals in teaching at all levels of
secondary and tertiary education is still widespread.
The majority of such teaching is not directed towards
veterinary practice nor training in clinical procedures
in humans.
Change is overdue. Animals should not be viewed as
mere tools for research and education. Meaningful reform
measures are needed immediately to:
•• Place the onus on the researcher to prove that
no non-animal alternatives exist and that the
experiment has not already been conducted
•• Eliminate pain and suffering caused by the
research process
•• Effect a significant annual reduction in the number
of animals used in research and teaching, and
•• Develop, validate and adopt non-animal
techniques in research and teaching.

Alternatives to animal testing

There are already many alternatives to animals
which have been developed, particularly in the areas of
toxicity testing and teaching. Cell culture is a particular
example of a rapidly-developing technique which has
the potential to replace many tests which currently
involve the use of animals.
The failure to use alternatives is too often caused by
inertia, lack of funding, and reluctance to change from
established methods.
Animals Australia. Animal Exploitation Fact Sheet.
Retrieved from www.animalsaustralia.org on 6 August 2014.
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FACTORY FARMING
Farming has changed dramatically over the last 40 years. Industrialised farming
practices are largely invisible to Australian consumers and the implications
have been appalling for the welfare of animals, according to Voiceless

W

hile meat consumption
has increased greatly,
the number of meat producers has significantly reduced.
We now eat ten times more chicken
than in 1960,1 but the number of
chicken farms in Australia has plummeted and two corporations now
produce the majority of our poultry.2
Similarly, between 1970 and 2002 the
number of pig producers in Australia
declined by 94%, while total pig meat
production grew by 130%.3
Today, very few animals roam
freely on traditional farms. Most
animals produced for food in
Australia suffer behind the closed
doors of large industrial facilities
known as factory farms. They are
treated like commodities in a production line and their pain and distress
is disregarded in the pursuit of profit.
Factory farming causes the most
suffering to the largest number of
animals in Australia – more than
500 million every year. They have
no voice, cannot defend themselves
and are legally classified as ‘property’.
These emotionally complex,
intelligent beings may never see the
sun, feel the earth under their feet,
nurture their young, build a nest,
roost, forage for food or socialise

as nature intended. Instead they
are confined in cages (in the case
of laying hens, boars and pregnant
pigs) or packed together in such large
numbers they struggle to find space
to move or reach their food.

Animals are legally classified
as property under Australian
law. Factory farmed animals
are treated like commodities
in a production line.
Baby animals are mutilated
without pain relief – the tails, teeth
and genitalia of piglets4 and the
beaks of chicks are brutally clipped,5
as well as the horns,6 tails,7 and
testicles8 of calves – because it’s
practical, cheap and lawful to do so.
Factory farming corporations
engage in legalised cruelty in the
name of higher profit and cheaper
meat and eggs. Their activities are

legitimised by state and federal
Departments of Primary Industry,
which operate with a stark conflict
of interest; they are responsible for
promoting the interests of animals
but also the interests of very vocal
and powerful agribusiness. As long
as these government bodies oversee
both animal protection and industry,
meaningful reform will be very
difficult to achieve.
These industries operate with
very little transparency, but there
is hope. As consumers learn the
truth behind their food, the call for
change is growing louder. Consumer
research has shown that 83% of
Australians support or strongly
support laws to ensure food animals
have access to the outdoors, companions, natural materials and enough
space to carry out their instinctive
behaviour.9

NOTES

1. Australian Chicken Meat Federation, Industry Facts
and Figures, www.chicken.org.au/page.php?id=4

2. Baiada Poultry Pty Limited and Inghams

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Enterprises Pty Limited have a combined market
share of 69%. See IBISWorld 2011, Industry
Report C2112, Poultry Processing in Australia,
p.4. Note that in March 2013, US private equity
firm, TPG Capital (previously known as Texas
Pacific), purchased Inghams Enterprises Pty
Limited which was estimated to be worth
AU$880 million. See Chris Jenkins, ‘Bob Ingham
sells to TPG for $880m’, Business Review Weekly
www.brw.com.au/p/business/bob_ingham_
sells_to_tpg_for_HZA5aljydlEtbu0xU54abO
Productivity Commission 2005, Australian Pigmeat
Industry, Report no. 35, Melbourne, p.9.
Model Code of Practice for the Welfare of
Animals – Pigs (revised) (2007) (‘the Pig Code’),
Section 4.1 and Appendix 3.
Model Code of Practice for the Welfare of
Animals – Domestic Poultry, (4th Edition) (2002)
(‘the Poultry Code’), Section 5.
Model Code of Practice for the Welfare of
Animals – Cattle, (2th Edition) (2002) (‘the Cattle
Code’), Section 5.8.
Ibid, Section 5.6.
Ibid, Section 5.4.
This consumer survey of 1,000 randomly selected
Australians was commissioned by Voiceless and
conducted by Pure Profile in September 2011.

Voiceless Limited (2014). Factory Farming.
Retrieved from www.voiceless.org.au
on 6 August 2014.
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Factory farming masks meat’s true costs
When the true cost of meat production is considered, we are facing some very
important questions, writes Michael Kirby in this opinion piece from The Drum

A

few decades ago, meat in Australia was considered
a luxury. Animals were farmed in the traditional
way – real farms, open pastures. Today, around 95
per cent of meat chickens and pigs eaten in our country
are factory farmed. Their value has dropped to the point
where Australians treat cheap meat as an entitlement –
where it’s not uncommon for people to consume meat
three times a day: breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Now, I am not obsessed about this issue, but it’s not
an extreme or outlandish issue anymore. Nor is this
about Australia suddenly becoming vegan or vegetarian;
however we certainly should be considering our own
meat consumption and how this impacts on others.
In truth, meat is not cheap. The sticker price is far
from the real price. There are enormous costs to be
paid, by the environment, by our health, and by the 500
million animals suffering on Australian factory farms.
If those costs are considered, we are facing some very
important questions.
For instance, what are the health costs of our
consumption? Eating large quantities of meat is not
healthy. Numerous studies conducted by mainstream
medical institutions show that there is a direct link
between increased meat consumption and diabetes,
obesity and sharply-increased risk of death from cancer
and heart disease. And the public – not the producers
– are expected to wear the costs.
But it’s not only about quantity – we need to consider
exactly what we are eating. Meat has become cheaper,
but it has become cheaper because animals are forced to
grow at freakish rates. They are crammed into enormous
sheds where they live an unhealthy existence, an existence without sunlight, fresh air, or even room to move.
They are fed unnatural diets that include antibiotics and
they are frequently grown to the point where their legs
break from the weight of their bodies.
I remember reading a few years ago about factory
farmed turkeys in the United States. They are bred to put
on as much weight as possible in the shortest length of
time, and they’re slaughtered at 12 weeks. Their natural
lifespan is 10 years. They are susceptible to heart disease,
to painful swollen joints, degeneration of the hip joints
and crippled legs and feet.
A report by the United States group Farm Sanctuary
states that if a 3kg human baby grew at the same rate, at
18 weeks of age it would weigh about 227kg. Who would
consider that eating those unfortunate animals could be
part of a healthy diet? These practices are not outside the
norm. Currently, 50 per cent of global pork production
and over 70 per cent of global chicken production comes
from industrial systems. These factories are having a
devastating impact on our air and water.
According to the United Nations, the global
livestock sector is responsible for 18 per cent of global

greenhouse gas emissions, a bigger share than that of
transport. Animal agriculture is responsible for 37 per
cent of anthropogenic methane, which has 23 times the
global warming potential of CO2, and 65 per cent of
anthropogenic nitrous oxide. On the ground, people in
surrounding communities know how bad this really is.
Communities living near factory farms report higher
than normal rates of respiratory problems, of headaches,
nausea and fatigue.

In truth, meat is not cheap ... There
are enormous costs to be paid, by the
environment, by our health, and by the
500 million animals suffering on
Australian factory farms.
The agriculture sector is the largest user of freshwater
resources. In 2000, agriculture accounted for 70 per cent
of water use and 93 per cent of water depletion worldwide.
Large areas of carbon dioxide-absorbing forests are cut
down to grow grain to feed animals. It takes over 10
kilograms of grain to produce one kilo of meat, and the
need for vast quantities of grain typically means liberal
doses of artificial fertilisers and the use of large volumes of
water. These figures cannot, and should not, be ignored.
Now I know, when most people eat meat, they
prefer not to consider that it is at the cost of the life of
a sentient being. They prefer not to acknowledge that
those animals, who feel pain and fear as we do, are forced
to be our food, or to acknowledge that most are kept
in appalling conditions and endure a life of immense
deprivation, with no compassion to alleviate their pain.
Yet it needs to be acknowledged that farming has
changed dramatically over the last 40 years. Industrialised farming practices are largely invisible to
Australian consumers and the implications are appalling
for the welfare of animals.
These emotionally complex beings are confined in
cages or packed together in such large numbers that they
struggle to find space to move or reach their food. Baby
animals are mutilated without pain relief and many live
their lives without seeing the sun or feeling the earth
beneath their feet.
This legalised cruelty is allowed to continue in the
name of higher profit and cheaper meat and eggs. So we
must ask ourselves, what is the social and moral cost of
subjecting other species to suffering and death in almost
unfathomable numbers?
The Honorable Michael Kirby AC CMG, is a former High Court
judge, and is a patron of Voiceless.
Kirby, M (21 June 2013). ‘Factory farming masks meat’s true costs’,
The Drum. Retrieved from www.abc.net.au/news on 11 August 2014.
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THE FACTS: EVERY EGG AND
MEAT PRODUCT HAS A STORY
Animals Australia debunks the Old McDonald’s farm myth, by exposing
what it claims is the legalised cruelty of factory farming

M

ost of these stories begin
inside dim, crowded facilities called ‘factory farms’.
The vision of Old Macdonald’s farm
vanished long ago when a trend
developed to allow producers to
make more animal products, for
less money, by severely confining
animals and controlling every
aspect of their lives inside grossly
unnatural indoor environments.

In factory farms, sensitive,
intelligent animals are treated like
mere production units, rather than
thinking, feeling beings. In order
to produce eggs and meat, factoryfarmed animals endure physical
pain, stress, fear, loneliness and
chronic boredom.
This would normally be a
textbook cruelty offence, but factory
farm operators have been given

In factory farms, sensitive, intelligent animals are treated
like mere production units, rather than thinking, feeling
beings. In order to produce eggs and meat, factoryfarmed animals endure physical pain, stress, fear,
loneliness and chronic boredom ...

exemptions from animal cruelty
laws in order to conduct their
business lawfully. This is legalised
animal cruelty.

PORK, BACON AND HAM
•• Highly intelligent animals
•• Mothers cannot turn around
•• Surgical procedures without

anaesthetic.
Scientists consider the humble
pig to be one of the most intelligent
species on the planet – believed to
have the intelligence of a 3-year-old
child. Yet, this is not reflected in the
abysmal way in which pigs are kept
in factory farms.
Despite advances overseas, in
Australia, a pregnant pig can still be
confined in a ‘sow crate’ – a barren
metal cage little bigger than her
own body. She can barely move and
is unable to turn around. Trapped
in a cycle of suffering, she is forced
to give birth on a hard concrete or
metal floor; denied the ability to
properly nurture her young; and will
be continually impregnated until her
body can no longer physically cope.
The fate of her piglets – destined
to be slaughtered for pork, ham
or bacon – is no better. Severe
conf inement and crowding in
factory farms causes stress and
behavioural problems among pigs
which can lead to aggression and
injury. But rather than give pigs
more space to move and express
normal behaviour, factory farm
operators subject piglets to painful
surgical procedures instead. Their
teeth are cut; their tails are sliced
off – through the bone; and males
can be castrated. Many pigs also
endure the agony of having slices
cut from their ears for identification. All these routine procedures
are done without any pain relief.
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EGGS
•• 1 in 6 hens live with broken bones
•• Cannot spread wings
•• Male chicks ground up alive

or gassed.
Chickens are remarkably social
and complex animals. They can
recognise the individual faces
of up to 100 other birds in their
flock, develop intricate social
hierarchies (or ‘pecking orders’),
and are even known to be good
problem solvers.
Yet the 12 million hens who
are forced to lay Australia’s ‘cage
eggs’ will never feel the sun on
their feathers, beat their wings,
or experience the life that nature
intended. Instead, each hen is
imprisoned in a wire cage with up
to four other birds. Her allocated
‘living’ space is smaller than one A4
sheet of paper – not even enough
space to stretch her wings.
The combination of lack of
exercise and continual egg-laying,
which depletes hens of calcium,
leads to weakened bones. It is
estimated that 1 in 6 battery hens
live in their cages with untreated
broken bones.
As chicks, egg-laying hens are
commonly ‘debeaked’. This involves
slicing off part of the bird’s sensitive
beak with infra-red rays or a hot
iron. The pain has been likened to
having the tips of your fingers cut
off – without pain relief.
‘Spent hens’, whose egg-laying
has declined, are usually killed at
about 18 months of age. In order to
replace the millions of egg-laying
hens who are slaughtered every
year, millions more are hatched to
replace them. However only half
these newborn chicks have any
economic value to the egg industry
because males can’t lay eggs. As a
result, every year over 12 million
day-old male chicks are ‘disposed’
of by the egg industry either being
gassed to death or ground up alive
in a ‘macerator’.

CHICKEN MEAT
•• Bred to grow at 3 x natural rate

... this would normally be a textbook cruelty offence, but
factory farm operators have been given exemptions from
animal cruelty laws in order to conduct their business
lawfully. This is legalised animal cruelty.
•• Tens of thousands of birds per shed
•• Slaughtered as 5-week-old babies.

More chickens are raised in
factory farms for their meat than
any other animal – 435 million in
Australia every year.
These birds spend their lives
inside a dimly lit shed with tens of
thousands of other birds. Bred to
grow at three times their natural
rate, these animals are still babies –
just five weeks old – when they are
slaughtered.
They may be the size of an
adult bird, but they still have
baby feathers, baby blue eyes and
cheep like chicks the day of their
death. Unnaturally rapid growth
also causes a range of debilitating
physical problems ranging from
heart disease to lameness.
Chicken factory farms are
not cleaned for the duration of
the chickens’ lives. This causes
a build-up of faeces which can
cause ‘breast blisters’ to birds
who are struggling to carry their
massive weight around on frail,
underdeveloped legs.
The chicken meat industry
expects roughly 20 million birds
to die in this horrific environment
every year – a figure factored into
the ‘cost-benefit’ of raising birds in
such unnatural conditions.

php, and support our campaign to
inform other Australians about the
hidden cruelty of factory farming.
Animals Australia. The facts: every egg and
meat product has a story ... Retrieved from
www.animalsaustralia.org on 6 August 2014.

CREATING A KINDER
WORLD FOR ANIMALS
Most Australians would be
shocked to learn that their every-day
shopping habits underpin the
largest cause of animal abuse in the
country. But with knowledge comes
power, and as an informed, caring
consumer, you have the power to
end this abuse.
If you want to see animals free
from suffering, please read our
guide to becoming a compassionate
shopper, www.animalsaustralia.org/
radio/old-macdonald/take-action.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT FREE RANGE
EGGS IS TOUGH TO CRACK
WE LOVE OUR EGGS, BUT WHAT ABOUT OUR CHICKENS?
CHRISTINE PARKER EXPLORES THE ISSUES WITH EGGS

Q

ueensland recently changed
its regulation of free range
eggs, lifting the number of
hens allowed per hectare from
1,500 to 10,000. This is more than a
six-fold increase.
Choice and animal welfare and
free range farming advocates are
in an uproar about the changes.
Queensland ‘free range’ no longer
means free range at all, they say.
The Queensland Department of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
says that the new figure is necessary,
so that the Queensland egg industry
won’t be disadvantaged compared
with other states.
In fact no other states have a
legislated definition for free range,
or minimum stocking density. The
department says industry practice is
to stock free range egg facilities well
in excess of 1,500 birds per hectare.
So, how are we to know that our
free range eggs are really free range?

Standards galore

The Primary Industries departments of all Australian state and
federal governments work together
to set animal welfare guidelines for
egg production in the Model Code
of Practice for Poultry. The latest
version was agreed in 2002 and is
now under review. Currently it states
that free range can mean up to 1,500
birds per hectare standard, but this
could change.
The industry services body that
represents producers, the Australian
Egg Corporation, admitted last year
that some free range egg production
facilities stock up to 30 or 40,000
hens per hectare.
The Egg Corp has proposed an
industry standard for free range of
up to 20,000 birds per hectare. Their
proposed standard was assessed by
the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commissioner as likely
to mislead and deceive consumers.

In January 2013 supermarket
giant Coles announced that it would
only stock cage free eggs in its own
brand range. For Coles, ‘free range’
would mean a maximum of 10,000
hens per hectare outdoors.
The 10,000 figure was not based
on any particular evidence or science.
Rather it is based on a combination
or balancing of what animal welfare
requires, what industry say they can
accomplish, and what Coles believes
consumers feel they can afford based
on extensive consumer research.
The new Queensland regulation
is still better than other states. It
set a limit on outdoor stocking
density lower than the 20,000
per hectare proposed by the Egg
Corp, and the currently unlimited
industry practice.
It also states that production
facilities can only go above 1,500
up to the 10,000 if hens are moved
around and the ground has 60 per
cent vegetation cover.

So, what should Australia do?

The big problem with the new
Queensland regulation is that it
seems to accept that supermarkets
in consultation with industry can
ultimately decide what animal
welfare practises are acceptable.
In the absence of government
regulation, supermarkets decide
what free range means and what
choices are available to consumers.
In fact consumers who buy ‘free
range’ in supermarkets are actually
buying something that would be
more accurately described as ‘barn’
or, in more Australian vernacular,
‘shed’ laid. These hens live and eat
in large crowded industrial sheds
with some access to an outside
ranging area that is often bare and
uninteresting.
By contrast many consumers,
animal welfare advocates and food
activists probably think free range

means eggs from hens that largely
range outside in paddocks, with
ground foliage and tree cover and
access to an indoor area to nest
and perch.
Rather than letting supermarkets
and industry dictate what ‘free range’
means in the absence of government
regulation, all Australian states and
territories should mandate compliance with at least the minimal
animal welfare conditions in the
Model Code of Practice.
They should also legislate definitions of cage, barn or shed, and
free range that make it clear that
what often currently counts as free
range in the supermarkets is actually
barn or shed with outside access,
not a truly alternative free range
production system.
Consumers need to recognise
that the only true free range eggs
currently available are premium
products that cost more than
supermarket brand free range eggs.
An Australian state that really
wanted to help its egg industry
might do more to help consumers
get direct access to farmers outside
of the supermarket system.
The South Australian government’s recent proposal to introduce
and support its own voluntary ‘South
Australian Free Range’ with more
stringent standards is a step in this
direction. What a pity Queensland
chose to loosen its standards rather
than market its difference.
Christine Parker is Professor of
Regulatory Studies and Legal Ethics at
Monash University.

Parker, C (5 August 2013). The truth about
free range eggs is tough to crack. Retrieved
from http://theconversation.com/au
on 5 August 2014.
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Can live animal export ever be humane?
Once animals leave Australia, we have limited control over what happens to
them, observes Andrew Fisher

L

ast week, video footage of animal cruelty kicked
off yet another live export controversy. The
footage appeared to show not just confronting
and inappropriate animal treatment, but the likely
movement of Australian-exported sheep outside
designated buyers and slaughter plants.
The government has responded by expressing
support for live export, coupled with a promise to
investigate and deal with any breaches in the ESCAS –
the export supply chain assurance scheme.
Confronted with repeated incidents over the past
few years, the Australian public may well ask, “Why
hasn’t this been fixed?” and “Can live export ever be
made humane?”.
Live export presents a singularly difficult problem
for ensuring animal welfare.
It is generally accepted that the longer and more
complex the journey an animal makes, the greater the
risk to its welfare. That’s not to say that the welfare of
an animal for a longer journey necessarily has to be
worse, but the risks tend to be greater and need more
complex management.
The most critical reason why it is difficult to ensure
animal welfare in live export is because exported
animals are beyond Australia’s sovereign control. They
are beyond our laws and our capacity for enforcement.
The Australian government has tried to address this
hurdle by negotiating Memorandums of Understanding
with importing countries. In addition, the export
supply chain assurance scheme was developed to
achieve animal welfare control. It provides regulatory
oversight of the contractual arrangements that exist
down the supply chain, and limits Australian-derived
animals to certain buyers and slaughter places.
But live export is difficult to ‘fix’ because the direction
of animal welfare concern is completely separate to the
direction the animals travel as they are bought and sold
through the export process.
In other circumstances, many farm animal welfare
issues are eventually fixed by market-based change. For
example, consumers start demanding animal welfare
attributes like sow-stall-free pork, and the market
provides them. As a result, animal welfare improves.
Live export presents a unique problem, because
the location of greatest animal welfare concern is
the Australian public, and the Australian public has
absolutely no market power in the equation. We’re not
the ones buying the cows.
In making these points, it is fair to acknowledge that
importing countries have animal health and welfare
requirements. It is just that these requirements may be
different to what the public in this country expects for
Australian animals.

Animal welfare in live export has proved difficult
to solve because of the complex risks involved, the
inability to enforce Australian laws beyond our borders,
and the need to improve animal welfare by ‘pushing’
standards down the supply chain, rather than having
them ‘pulled through’ by buyer demand.
The key question remains – can live export ever
be humane?
The industry has improved aspects over the past 20
years. There have been declines in published mortality
rates on ships, and the industry has instituted training
programs for animal handlers in importing countries.

Essentially, it seems that live export will
be humane enough for some people, not
humane enough for others, and will never
be humane in the assessment of animal
welfare organisations.
But while live export continues, adverse animal
welfare incidents will come to light. One simple reason
for this is that no system or level of legal oversight
can guarantee that nothing bad will happen. Even in
Australia we can’t stamp out incidents of animal cruelty
altogether.
It is also difficult to guarantee that no Australian
animals will be bought or sold outside the designated
supply chains. But if each instance is properly addressed
and fixed, then hopefully the prevalence of leakage and
the incidence of animal mistreatment should decline.
Will that be enough?
Essentially, it seems that live export will be humane
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enough for some people, not humane enough for
others, and will never be humane in the assessment of
animal welfare organisations. The relative proportions
of Australians in these three categories will depend not
just on the frequency and level of problems, but on the
efforts of government and industry to improve animal
welfare, and the transparency of their results.
When animal welfare incidents happen, live export
industry advocates commonly highlight Australian
industry’s efforts to improve animal welfare in destination countries. They point out that other countries’
exporting industries do not have similar programs.
These statements, while legitimate, are unlikely to
convince the public to accept the industry in the face
of occasional but ongoing incidents.

Government support for the live export industry
seems firm. The key issues will be improving
the welfare of animals and trying to limit the
damage to the political capital of not just
the live export industry, but also Australia’s
livestock farming industries in general.

by animal welfare activist footage indicating that all
is definitely not fixed.
Government support for the live export industry
seems firm. The key issues will be improving the welfare
of animals and trying to limit the damage to the political
capital of not just the live export industry, but also
Australia’s livestock farming industries in general.
One day, events may arise that require significant
public investment and support. It may be an emergency
animal disease, environmental policies, or terms of
trade that drastically damage the industry’s viability.
It may not be a direct trade-off, but one day Australia’s
farmers may need their political capital and the residual
goodwill of the Australian public more than they need
the live export industry.
Andrew Fisher is Professor of Cattle and Sheep Production
Medicine at the University of Melbourne.

Fisher, A (4 November 2013). Can live animal export ever be humane?
Retrieved from http://theconversation.com/au on 5 August 2014.

A more sustainable approach requires not just
a stated commitment to improvement, but also
transparency of both process and results for animal
welfare performance. Both have to be seen to improve.
Currently, the public is left with the impression of a
repeating story of “We have it all fixed now”, followed
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Ordering the vegetarian meal? There’s
more animal blood on your hands
Being vegetarian saves cows’ lives, but threatens the
future of other sentient creatures, contends Mike Archer

T

he ethics of eating red meat
have been grilled recently
by critics who question its
consequences for environmental
health and animal welfare. But if you
want to minimise animal suffering
and promote more sustainable
agriculture, adopting a vegetarian
diet might be the worst possible
thing you could do.
Renowned ethicist Peter Singer
says if there is a range of ways
of feeding ourselves, we should
choose the way that causes the least
unnecessary harm to animals. Most
animal rights advocates say this
means we should eat plants rather
than animals.
It takes somewhere between two
to ten kilos of plants, depending
on the type of plants involved, to
produce one kilo of animal. Given the
limited amount of productive land in
the world, it would seem to some to
make more sense to focus our culinary attentions on plants, because
we would arguably get more energy
per hectare for human consumption.
Theoretically this should also mean
fewer sentient animals would be
killed to feed the ravenous appetites
of ever more humans.
But before scratching rangelandsproduced red meat off the ‘good to
eat’ list for ethical or environmental
reasons, let’s test these presumptions.
Published figures suggest that,
in Australia, producing wheat and
other grains results in:
•• At least 25 times more sentient
animals being killed per
kilogram of useable protein
•• More environmental damage,
and
•• A great deal more animal cruelty
than does farming red meat.

How is this possible?
Agriculture to produce wheat, rice
and pulses requires clear-felling native

vegetation. That act alone results in
the deaths of thousands of Australian
animals and plants per hectare. Since
Europeans arrived on this continent
we have lost more than half of
Australia’s unique native vegetation,
mostly to increase production of
monocultures of introduced species
for human consumption.
Most of Australia’s arable land is
already in use. If more Australians
want their nutritional needs to be met
by plants, our arable land will need
to be even more intensely farmed.
This will require a net increase in
the use of fertilisers, herbicides,
pesticides and other threats to
biodiversity and environmental
health. Or, if existing laws are
changed, more native vegetation
could be cleared for agriculture
(an area the size of Victoria plus
Tasmania would be needed to
produce the additional amount of
plant-based food required).
Most cattle slaughtered in Australia feed solely on pasture. This is
usually rangelands, which constitute
about 70% of the continent.
Grazing occurs on primarily
native ecosystems. These have
and maintain far higher levels of
native biodiversity than croplands.
The rangelands can’t be used to
produce crops, so production of
meat here doesn’t limit production
of plant foods. Grazing is the only
way humans can get substantial
nutrients from 70% of the continent.
In some cases rangelands have
been substantially altered to increase
the percentage of stock-friendly
plants. Grazing can also cause
significant damage such as soil loss
and erosion. But it doesn’t result
in the native ecosystem ‘blitzkrieg’
required to grow crops.
This environmental damage
is causing some well-known
environmentalists to question
their own preconceptions. British

The challenge for the ethical
eater is to choose the diet that
causes the least deaths and
environmental damage ...
environmental advocate George
Monbiot, for example, publically
converted from vegan to omnivore
after reading Simon Fairlie’s exposé
about meat’s sustainability. And
environmental activist Lierre Keith
documented the awesome damage
to global environments involved in
producing plant foods for human
consumption.
In Australia we can also meet
part of our protein needs using
sustainably wild-harvested kangaroo
meat. Unlike introduced meat
animals, they don’t damage native
biodiversity. They are soft-footed,
low methane-producing and have
relatively low water requirements.
They also produce an exceptionally
healthy low-fat meat.
In Australia 70% of the beef
produced for human consumption
comes from animals raised on
grazing lands with very little or no
grain supplements. At any time,
only 2% of Australia’s national herd
of cattle are eating grains in feed
lots; the other 98% are raised on
and feeding on grass. Two-thirds of
cattle slaughtered in Australia feed
solely on pasture.
To produce protein from
grazing beef, cattle are killed. One
death delivers (on average, across
Australia’s grazing lands) a carcass
of about 288 kilograms. This is
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... there would appear to be far more ethical support
for an omnivorous diet that includes rangeland-grown
red meat and even more support for one that includes
sustainably wild-harvested kangaroo.
approximately 68% boneless meat
which, at 23% protein equals 45kg of
protein per animal killed. This means
2.2 animals killed for each 100kg of
useable animal protein produced.
Producing protein from wheat
means ploughing pasture land and
planting it with seed. Anyone who
has sat on a ploughing tractor knows
the predatory birds that follow you
all day are not there because they
have nothing better to do. Ploughing
and harvesting kill small mammals,
snakes, lizards and other animals in
vast numbers. In addition, millions
of mice are poisoned in grain storage
facilities every year.
However, the largest and bestresearched loss of sentient life is the
poisoning of mice during plagues.
Each area of grain production
in Australia has a mouse plague
on average every four years, with
500-1,000 mice per hectare. Poisoning
kills at least 80% of the mice.
At least 100 mice are killed per
hectare per year (500/4 × 0.8) to grow
grain. Average yields are about 1.4
tonnes of wheat/hectare; 13% of the
wheat is useable protein. Therefore,
at least 55 sentient animals die to
produce 100kg of useable plant
protein: 25 times more than for the
same amount of rangelands beef.
Some of this grain is used to ‘finish’
beef cattle in feed lots (some is food
for dairy cattle, pigs and poultry),
but it is still the case that many
more sentient lives are sacrificed to
produce useable protein from grains
than from rangelands cattle.
There is a further issue to consider
here: the question of sentience – the
capacity to feel, perceive or be
conscious.
You might not think the billions
of insects and spiders killed by grain
production are sentient, though
they perceive and respond to the
world around them. You may dismiss
snakes and lizards as cold-blooded
creatures incapable of sentience,

though they form pair bonds and care
for their young. But what about mice?
Mice are far more sentient than
we thought. They sing complex,
personalised love songs to each
other that get more complex over
time. Singing of any kind is a
rare behaviour among mammals,
previously known only to occur in
whales, bats and humans.
Girl mice, like swooning human
teenagers, try to get close to a skilled
crooner. Now researchers are trying
to determine whether song innovations are genetically programmed
or or whether mice learn to vary their
songs as they mature.
Baby mice left in the nest sing to
their mothers – a kind of crying song
to call them back. For every female
killed by the poisons we administer,
on average five to six totally dependent
baby mice will, despite singing their
hearts out to call their mothers back
home, inevitably die of starvation,
dehydration or predation.
When cattle, kangaroos and
other meat animals are harvested
they are killed instantly. Mice die
a slow and very painful death from
poisons. From a welfare point of
view, these methods are among the
least acceptable modes of killing.
Although joeys are sometimes killed
or left to fend for themselves, only
30% of kangaroos shot are females,
only some of which will have young
(the industry’s code of practice says
shooters should avoid shooting
females with dependent young).
However, many times this number of
dependent baby mice are left to die
when we deliberately poison their
mothers by the millions.
Replacing red meat with grain
products leads to many more
sentient animal deaths, far greater
animal suffering and significantly
more environmental degradation.
Protein obtained from grazing
livestock costs far fewer lives per
kilogram: it is a more humane,

ethical and environmentally-friendly
dietary option.
So, what does a hungry human
do? Our teeth and digestive system
are adapted for omnivory. But we
are now challenged to think about
philosophical issues. We worry
about the ethics involved in killing
grazing animals and wonder if there
are other more humane ways of
obtaining adequate nutrients.
Relying on grains and pulses
brings destruction of native ecosystems, significant threats to native
species and at least 25 times more
deaths of sentient animals per kilogram of food. Most of these animals
sing love songs to each other, until we
inhumanely mass-slaughter them.
Former Justice of the High Court,
the Hon. Michael Kirby, wrote that:
“In our shared sentience, human
beings are intimately connected
with other animals. Endowed
with reason and speech, we are
uniquely empowered to make
ethical decisions and to unite for
social change on behalf of others
that have no voice. Exploited
animals cannot protest about their
treatment or demand a better life.
They are entirely at our mercy. So
every decision of animal welfare,
whether in Parliament or the
supermarket, presents us with a
profound test of moral character.”
We now know the mice have a
voice, but we haven’t been listening.
The challenge for the ethical
eater is to choose the diet that causes
the least deaths and environmental
damage. There would appear to
be far more ethical support for an
omnivorous diet that includes rangeland-grown red meat and even more
support for one that includes sustainably wild-harvested kangaroo.
Mike Archer AM is Professor, Evolution
of Earth & Life Systems Research Group
at the UNSW Australia.

Archer, M (16 December 2011). Ordering
the vegetarian meal? There’s more animal
blood on your hands. Retrieved from
http://theconversation.com/au on 23 July 2014.
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ANIMALS ARE NOT OURS TO EAT
Four good reasons why you should go vegetarian, from PETA Asia-Pacific
1. Because eating meat is murder
e know that hamburgers and chicken wings
don’t grow on trees. They come from animals
we’ve sentenced to death long before they’re
even born. Everyone who eats animal products is
responsible for the abuse and deaths of beings with
lives and personalities of their own – beings who did
not choose to be carved up and put on the dinner table.

W

2. Because eating meat is torture
Forget about green pastures, fresh air, and sunshine.
Animals raised for food are separated from their mothers
shortly after birth and spend their brief, miserable lives
crammed together by the thousands in factory farms,
sometimes unable to move or to take a single step in
any direction.
Chickens raised for their flesh are bred to grow so
big so fast that their legs collapse beneath them. (How
big and how fast, you ask? Well, if human babies were
forced to grow at the same rate, they would go from 7
pounds to 1,500 pounds within 11 weeks.) As a result,
chickens suffer painful joint and bone conditions and
heart attacks. Unable to move, some die of thirst just
steps away from their drinking water.
Chickens raised for their eggs are kept in stacked
cages, where faeces from the top rows fall onto the birds
below. Male chicks are worthless to the egg industry, so
they’re tossed in the trash or thrown into a meat grinder
– while they are still alive – to be grounded up and fed
back to other farmed animals, even other chickens.
Because animals raised for food are so stressed and
fearful, factory farmers think that the only way to prevent
them from fighting is through systematic mutilation.
Chickens’ sensitive beaks are cut off with a hot blade,
and pigs’ teeth and tails are cut off – all without the use
of painkillers. On the killing floor, many animals are still
conscious when they are skinned and cut into pieces.
And let’s not forget about fish. Whether they’re
hooked through the mouth, dragged out of the ocean
in nets, or ‘harvested’ from fish farms, fish and other
marine animals feel pain and don’t deserve to die.
3. Because eating meat is hazardous to your health
It’s not just the saturated fat and cholesterol. For
one thing, humans simply were not designed to eat
animal products even in their most natural, unprocessed
form. And because of modern farming methods, each
mouthful of meat, eggs, and dairy products can come
with the following:
•• Antibiotics and steroids: Animals in factory farms
are given these drugs to prevent outbreaks of disease
in the crowded, unsanitary conditions in which they
live and to make them grow faster.
•• Faeces: Intestines of dead animals can and do get

punctured when the carcasses are ‘cleaned,’ thus
contaminating the flesh with excrement. (In the case
of ground beef, faeces from one animal get mixed
in with almost every other animal’s.) The grain that
animals are fed has excrement, other dead animals,
expired dog and cat food, and leftover restaurant
food mixed in as ‘fillers’.
•• Pus, blood, and scabs: Up to three times a day, cows
used for their milk have electric milking machines
hooked up to their massively swollen udders, resulting
in cuts and infections – ‘souvenirs’ of which end up
in the milk.
•• Toxins: Fish absorb and ingest whatever is in the
water in which they live, and they pass it on to us
when we eat them. So no matter how clean the
water that we drink is, we’d still be getting mercury,
PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls), and other toxins
whenever we eat fish.
•• Pathogens: Many kinds of bacteria are harmless
and even beneficial. For example, only bacteria
can synthesise vitamin B12. But some strains of
bacteria cause dangerous and even fatal diseases.
E. coli 0157:H7 poisoning is known as ‘the hamburger
disease,’ campylobacter bacteria can be found in
chickens and turkeys, and salmonella outbreaks have
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been related to almost every food of animal origin,
especially eggs.
And if heart disease, cancer, and other diseases
won’t convince you to stop eating animal products,
maybe the havoc that the meat industry wreaks on the
environment will.
For one thing, raising animals for food depletes our
oxygen supply. In Central America, two-thirds of the rain
forests have been cleared to make way for cattle ranches.
At the same time, the world’s livestock account for 15 to
25 per cent of overall global methane emissions – and
methane is 24 times more potent a greenhouse gas than
carbon dioxide.
In the United States, nearly half of the country’s water,
more than one-third of its raw materials and fossil fuels,
80 per cent of its agricultural land, and 70 per cent of
its grain are used to raise animals for food – who, in
turn, produce a whopping 87,000 pounds of manure
every single second! This waste, which is 130 times the
excrement of the entire human population, leaks into
streams and rivers, contaminating water sources.

4. Because eating meat just isn’t fair
The suffering of humans and the suffering of other
animals are interconnected. By alleviating the suffering
of other animals, we also help alleviate human suffering.
For example, around 840 million people go hungry
every single day of their lives. Cattle worldwide consume
enough calories to feed 8.7 billion people. Crops that
could be used to feed the hungry are instead being used
to fatten animals raised for food. Instead of growing
grain, feeding it to animals, killing the animals, and then
eating their flesh, why not just grow crops for human
consumption? Simply put, the more meat you eat, the
fewer people you feed. You can feed 20 vegetarians on
the amount of land needed to feed one person on a meatbased diet. And speaking of land, big corporations buy
land at rock-bottom prices and use them to grow food
that only richer societies can afford. The farmers, who
could’ve grown their own food if they didn’t have to devote
their land to raising animals, end up hungry and poor.
By boycotting animal products, we also boycott

slaughterhouses and animal-processing plants, which
are notorious for low wages, unsafe working conditions,
and poor labor relations.
The farmed-animal industry in the United States, for
instance, deliberately recruits immigrants, minors, and
poor rural Americans because they will accept low wages
and can be easily manipulated for fear of losing their
jobs. Some meatpacking giants have even been charged
with smuggling undocumented workers into the US. Far
away from their homes with no support network, many
of these migrant workers are treated like slaves by the
farmed-animal industry. In some slaughterhouses in
the US, two-thirds of the workers are immigrants who
cannot speak English.
Day in and day out, these workers must struggle
against animals fighting for their lives, using dangerous
equipment meant to cut through meat and bone.
Sometimes training consists of little more than watching
a video, and the up to 400 per cent job turnover rate at
some slaughterhouses means that workers are replaced
before they get the hang of operating the machines
without accidentally hurting themselves or others.
Often, these workers are too worried about making
their quota or keeping up with the line speed to think
about taking extra precautions, even the simplest
ones such as keeping their knives sharp. As for safety
gear, the animal-processing industry usually makes
workers pay for this out of their own pockets, despite
the fact that many of the workers are too poor even
to feed their families. Not surprisingly, one in three
slaughterhouse workers suffers from illness or injury
every year, compared to one out of every 10 workers in
other manufacturing jobs. Repetitive stress injury is 35
times more common among slaughterhouse workers
than in any other manufacturing job.
As bad as it may already sound, it’s very likely that
these figures are even higher: Workers, human resources
staff, and management are discouraged from reporting
work-related injuries in order to get hefty bonuses and
keep insurance costs from cutting into the company’s
bottom line. Many ill and injured employees are required
to report for work anyway, are forced to pretend that
they were injured at home, or are even fired outright
just so companies can avoid having to pay for medical
treatment or having to report injuries to occupational
safety authorities.
In addition to exploiting poor people, immigrants,
and children and doing little to protect workers from
workplace hazards, the farmed-animal industry has also
been charged with union busting. When workers try
to unionise, the industry uses illegal intimidation and
harassment tactics to ensure that pro-union employees
are silenced. According to Human Rights Watch, “Many
workers who try to form trade unions and bargain
collectively are spied on, harassed, pressured, threatened,
suspended, fired, deported or otherwise victimised for
their exercise of the right to freedom of association.”
PETA Asia-Pacific. Animals Are Not Ours to Eat.
Retrieved from www.petaasiapacific.com on 11 August 2014.
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ANIMALS ARE NOT OURS TO WEAR
PETA ASIA-PACIFIC EXPLAINS ITS OPPOSITION TO THE TREATMENT OF
ANIMALS FOR MAKING HUMAN CLOTHING
ARE THERE SKELETONS
IN YOUR CLOSET?
The truth about fur,
leather, wool, silk and down

Thousands of years ago, the
Incas of Peru slaughtered llamas
and alpacas during elaborate rituals.
Someone would hold the animal
down, and a specially trained person
would plunge a bare hand into the
animal’s chest cavity and rip out
the animal’s still-beating heart. As
many as 100 llamas were sacrificed
in a single ceremony on the first day
of every month. That adds up to
1,200 llamas a year, excluding those
slaughtered in personal offerings
and other ceremonies.

Making a fur coat requires
20 to 60 times more energy
than it takes to make a
faux-fur coat.
Many people would agree that
this ancient ritual is barbaric. The
truth, however, is that in today’s
‘modern’ world, humans are just as
cruel to other animals. Consider,
for example, the ways in which
animals are killed for clothing,
shoes, accessories and bedding.

Fur

In 1994, a groundbreaking PETA
US investigation revealed the
hideous cruelty of the fur industry,
including the gruesome genital
electrocutions taking place on a
California chinchilla farm. The
investigation resulted in the first
case of cruelty to animals to be
filed against a furrier. Investigators
documented that chinchillas were
hung upside-down by alligator
clamps attached to their ears and
labia or anuses. The animals were
trembling and fearfully silent until
a powerful jolt of electricity froze
their movements. In other instances,
animals had rods jammed into
their mouths or anuses and were

electrocuted. It takes at least 100
chinchilla pelts to make just one
full-length coat.
Fur farmers only care about
preserving the quality of the fur,
so they use slaughter methods
that result in extreme suffering
for animals. Small animals may be
crammed into boxes and poisoned
with hot, unf iltered exhaust.
Other animals are poisoned with
strychnine, which suffocates them
by inducing painful cramps that
paralyze their muscles. Gassing,
neck-breaking, and the use of
decompression chambers are other
common slaughter methods. Crude
killing methods aren’t always effective, and sometimes animals ‘wake
up’ while they are being skinned.
Every year, trappers kill millions
of raccoons, coyotes, wolves, beavers,
otters, and other animals in the wild.
They trap animals with snares,
underwater traps, and Conibear
(or ‘body-gripping’) traps. Steel-jaw
traps are also still widely used –
despite the fact that they have been
called ‘inhumane’ by the American
Veterinary Medical Association
and have been banned in the EU
and a growing number of states
across the US.
When an animal is caught in a
steel-jaw trap, the metal teeth sink
deep into the animal’s limb, often
cutting all the way down to the bone.
Animals frequently struggle to free
themselves for hours and will even
resort to chewing off their own limbs
before they succumb to exhaustion,
exposure, frostbite, shock, blood
loss, infection, gangrene, or thirst.
Dogs, cats, birds, and other animals
– including several endangered
species – are crippled or killed by
traps every year.
Would you wear your dog?
If you wear fur, there’s a chance
that you’re wearing one of your
dog’s relatives. Millions of dogs
and cats are bludgeoned, hanged,
bled to death, and strangled with

wire nooses every year in China so
that their fur can be turned into
trim and trinkets. This fur is often
deliberately mislabeled as fur from
other species and is exported to
countries throughout the world to
be sold to unsuspecting customers.
China produces approximately 30
per cent of the world’s finished fur
garments, so if you wear fur, there’s
no way to tell whose skin you’re in.

Huge amounts of fossil
fuels are also consumed in
livestock production. By
contrast, the production of
synthetic fibres accounts
for only a fraction of the
petroleum used in the US.
The fur industry is bad for the
environment too. Making a fur coat
requires 20 to 60 times more energy
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than it takes to make a faux-fur
coat. Fur is also not biodegradable,
and the chemicals used to keep fur
from rotting contaminate our water
supply. Furthermore, each mink
skinned by fur farmers produces
about 44 pounds of faeces; in 2004,
approximately 2.6 million minks
were skinned in the US alone! That
amounts to tens of thousands of tons
of mink manure and nearly 1,000
tons of phosphorus, which wreaks
havoc on water ecosystems.

When sheep age and their
wool production declines,
they are no longer of use
to wool farmers and are
discarded for slaughter.
Leather

Cows raised for both meat and
milk are used to make leather. Most
of these animals spend their lives in
extremely crowded feedlots and are
subjected to painful procedures like
castration, branding (which causes
third-degree burns), tail-docking,
and dehorning – all without any
painkillers. They are fed hormones

to make them gain weight as well
as antibiotics to keep them alive in
conditions that would otherwise
kill them.
Every year, millions of cows are
skinned and dismembered while
they are still alive because high-speed
assembly lines in slaughterhouses
make it impossible to properly stun
every animal. Similar instances of
mutilation and inhumane slaughter
have also been well-documented in
factory farms that raise pigs, whose
skins are also used to make leather.
Other species are hunted and
killed specifically for their skins,
including zebras, bison, water
buffaloes, boars, deer, kangaroos,
elephants, eels, sharks, dolphins,
seals, walruses, frogs, crocodiles,
lizards, and snakes. A large percentage
of imported crocodile leather and
other items made from the skins
of wildlife come from endangered,
illegally hunted animals.
Goats are sometimes boiled to
death in order to make ‘kid’ gloves,
and the skins of purposely aborted
calves and lambs are considered
especially ‘luxurious’. Snakes and
lizards are often skinned while they
are still alive because of the belief
that live flaying imparts suppleness
to the finished leather.
The toxins involved in leather
production harm the environment
and cause cancer in people who
work in and live near tanneries.
Animal skin must be tanned to keep
it from rotting. This involves the
use of massive amounts of energy
and dangerous chemicals, including
mineral salts, formaldehyde, coal-tar
derivatives, and various oils, dyes,
and finishes – some of which are
based on cyanide. Tannery effluent
contains large amounts of pollutants,
such as salt, lime sludge, sulfides, and
acids. Furthermore, in order to raise
the animals whose skins eventually
become leather, trees are cleared
to create pastureland and vast
quantities of water are channeled
into factory farms. Feedlot and
dairy-farm runoff are a major source
of water pollution. Huge amounts
of fossil fuels are also consumed in
livestock production. By contrast,
the production of synthetic fibres

accounts for only a fraction of the
petroleum used in the US.

Wool

You may be wondering what’s
so wrong with wearing wool. Many
people think that when sheep
are sheared, it’s just like getting
a haircut.

Silkworms have special
salivary glands that
produce a clear fluid that
hardens and becomes
silk once it is exposed to
air. Approximately 3,000
silkworms are killed in
order to produce just one
pound of silk.
Unlike hairstylists, shearers are
usually paid by the volume of wool
that they produce – not by the hour.
This means that they work quickly
and without any regard for the
sheep’s welfare.
Haircuts also don’t involve the
mistreatment and mutilation that
sheep raised for wool are forced to
endure. Within weeks of their birth,
lambs have holes punched in their
ears and their tails cut off. Male
lambs are castrated without any
painkillers when they are between
2 and 8 weeks old. Workers castrate
lambs by making an incision and
cutting their testicles out or by using
a rubber ring to cut off blood flow to
the testicles – one of the most painful
methods of castration possible.
Every year, hundreds of lambs die
from exposure or starvation before
they are 8 weeks old, and mature
sheep die every year from disease,
lack of shelter, and neglect.
The Australian wool industry,
which produces 30 per cent of all
wool used worldwide, is particularly
cruel. The most common sheep
raised in Australia, merino sheep,
have been bred to have wrinkled
skin, which means more wool per
animal. Blowflies lay their eggs in
these extra folds, creating maggot
infestations called ‘flystrike.’ In order
to prevent this condition, farmers
perform a barbaric procedure called
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‘mulesing,’ during which they flip
lambs onto their backs, restrain
them between metal bars, and use
gardening shears to cut large chunks
of skin and flesh from the area
around their rumps – all without any
painkillers. Although there are more
sophisticated and humane ways
to prevent flystrike, many farmers
choose to mutilate lambs because
it’s the cheapest and easiest thing to
do. Australian senators are currently
considering a ban on mulesing.
When sheep age and their wool
production declines, they are no
longer of use to wool farmers and
are discarded for slaughter. This
results in the cruel live export of
more than 6.5 million sheep every
year from Australia to the Middle
East and North Africa on multitiered
ships. Nearly 800,000 sheep enter
the live-export trade from the UK
and are slaughtered abroad.
Sheep aren’t the only animals
used for wool. Goats (who are used
for mohair and cashmere), rabbits
(who are used for angora), and
alpacas are kept in cruel conditions
and then cruelly slaughtered for
wool. In order to maximise profits,
these animals are raised in large
numbers, which places a great
strain on the environment through
methane emissions, loss of topsoil,
and water contamination caused by
faecal matter and toxic chemicals.

Silk

The animals we call ‘silkworms’
are actually caterpillars or the larvae
of several types of moth, the most
common of which is the Bombyx
mori, native to China. Silkworms
have special salivary glands that
produce a clear fluid that hardens
and becomes silk once it is exposed
to air. Technically, silk is dried spit!
Silkworms spin this spit into
cocoons that protect them while
they transform into adult moths.
A single thread of spit is about 914
metres long. However, very few
silkworms are allowed to complete
their metamorphosis. When the
moths eat their way through the
cocoon, the thread is broken and
rendered useless for humans. To
keep the silk thread intact, silk

producers bake the cocoons or drop
them into vats of boiling water in
order to kill the insects inside. Just
enough moths are spared to breed
the next generation of silkworms.
Approximately 3,000 silkworms are
killed in order to produce just one
pound of silk.
The military and medical communities are experimenting with
silkworms and spiders in order to
make sutures and fishing line, either
by breeding the insects themselves
or inserting their genes into other
animals, such as goats. Silkworm
pupae are cooked and sold as snack
food in Korea and China.
Humane alternatives to silk
include nylon, polyester, Tencel,
milkweed seed-pod fibres, silkcotton tree filaments, and rayon.
Ahimsa silk, produced in India by
Designer Weaves, is made from the
cocoons of caterpillars who have
already completed the moth stage
and flown away.

them with feathers plucked from
their own breasts. Farmers in Iceland
gather more than 6,500 pounds
of Eider duck feathers a year. By
taking these feathers, farmers are
removing the insulation that eggs
need to hatch. It takes the feathers
from at least 80 nests to fill just one
comforter.
PETA Asia-Pacific. Animals Are
Not Ours to Wear. Retrieved
from www.petaasiapacific.com
on 11 August 2014.

Eider ducks are a protected
species, but their feathers
are sought out for bedding
and clothing.
Down

Down is the soft layer of feathers
closest to a bird’s skin and is most
abundant in the chest region. These
feathers are highly valued by humans
because they do not have quills.
Most products labeled as ‘down’
contain a combination of these soft
under-feathers and other feathers
or fillers. Although most down and
other feathers are removed from
birds during slaughter, geese from
breeding flocks and those raised for
meat and foie gras are sometimes
live-plucked. In countries where
this cruel practice continues, up
to 5 ounces of feathers and down
are pulled from each bird every 6
weeks – from when the birds are
10 weeks old until they are up to 4
years old – causing them repeated
and considerable pain and distress.
Eider ducks are a protected
species, but their feathers are sought
out for bedding and clothing. Female
eider ducks lay eggs and surround
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Animals are not ours for entertainment
... because animals shouldn’t be behind bars, asserts PETA Asia-Pacific
Many people die fighting for freedom – most captive
animals die without ever seeing it.

A

nimals who would normally spend their entire
lives with their close-knit families are sentenced
to an eternity of boredom, crippling loneliness –
and even sheer terror.

Zoos

Zoos claim to educate people and preserve species,
but they usually fall short on both counts. Animals’
normal behaviour is seldom discussed, much less
observed, because their natural needs are rarely met.
Even the largest of zoo enclosures cannot compare to
the vastness of an animal’s natural habitat, and the signs
on these enclosures provide little more information
than an animal’s species, diet, and natural range. The
only thing zoos teach people is that it is acceptable to
control every aspect of an animal’s life.
Zoos present us with a distorted view of wildlife –
we’re better off watching nature documentaries, reading
about animals in books or on websites, or travelling
to animals’ natural habitats. In addition, zoos often
push animals over the brink of sanity. Animals in zoos
despair so much over their lack of space, privacy, physical
exercise, and mental stimulation that they often resort to
self-mutilation and other abnormal and self-destructive
behaviours, displaying a mental condition that experts
call ‘zoochosis.’
As for conservation, most animals kept in zoos are
neither endangered nor being prepared for release into
the wild. Species that are endangered rarely benefit from
zoos’ breeding programs, because the babies often die

in captivity. Ultimately, we will only save endangered
species by preserving their habitat and combating the
reasons why they are killed by people in the first place.

Marine parks

Tanks and aquariums at marine parks may be huge
to us, but to dolphins and orcas, they’re nothing more
than ‘kiddie pools.’ These graceful, beautiful creatures
normally swim up to 161 kilometres a day, but there is
only so much swimming that an animal can do inside a
box of chlorinated water. They navigate by echolocation,
bouncing sonar waves off other objects to determine
their shape, density, distance, and location, but in tanks,
the reverberations from their sonar bounce off the walls,
driving some of these animals insane.
And let’s not forget how they got there in the first
place. Boats chase dolphin pods to shallow waters, where
it’s easier to net them. Unwanted dolphins are tossed
back into the water. Some die of shock and stress; babies
of pregnant dolphins are spontaneously aborted. At the
marine park, trainers force the dolphins to do tricks by
withholding food and by keeping them isolated. For an
animal who is used to having hundreds of other podmates
around, this is torture.
In the wild, dolphins can live into their 40s and 50s.
But more than 80 per cent of captive dolphins whose
ages could be determined died before the age of 20.
Wild orcas can also live for decades – some have been
documented to be more than 90 years old – but those
at Subic and other marine parks rarely survive for more
than 10 years. Causes of death include swallowing
coins, succumbing to heatstroke, and swimming in
contaminated water – some even commit suicide.

Circuses

Animals would never run away to join the circus – in
fact, they’d probably run away from the circus if they
could! Unlike human performers who choose to be
clowns or trapeze artists, elephants and tigers never
volunteered to stand on balls or jump through burning
hoops. Trainers routinely beat and whip animals in
order to make them repeatedly perform tricks that
make no sense to them. Trainers have been known
to use electric prods or even blowtorches on these
animals. The most ‘difficult’ animals are drugged, and
their teeth and claws are sometimes removed to make
the animals easier to handle.
But that doesn’t mean the animals don’t sometimes
‘snap’ under pressure. Since 1990, PETA US has documented 65 human deaths and more than 130 injuries
attributable to captive elephant rampages.
Animals used by circuses suffer even when they’re
not performing or training. They endure days of being
boxed in uncomfortable cages, sometimes in the middle
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of heat waves, travelling from one city to the next. They’re
rarely given medical attention, on or off the road. And
during the off-season, they’re kept in travelling crates,
barn stalls, or even trucks, where they are stashed and
promptly forgotten.

Fighting animals

Think the days of gladiators are over? Think
again. Roosters, horses, dogs, and other animals are
modern-day ‘gladiators,’ pitted against each other and
forced to fight, often to the point of death – all for the
‘amusement’ of onlookers.
In their natural environments, animals might fight
over mates, food, or territory and to establish their
dominance, but they rarely fight to the death. When
they are used in blood sports, however, the only way
out of the fight is winning – or dying.
Cock fighters hack off roosters’ wattles and combs
(the flesh at the top of their heads and under their beaks)
before a fight in order to prevent other roosters from
doing the mutilating themselves. The birds’ natural
spurs (the bony protrusions on their legs) are cut off
so that cock fighters can strap on razor-sharp, 2-inch
steel blades that are capable of puncturing lungs and
gouging eyes. Cock fighting is all about gambling.
Even in places where the blood sport is legal, the
money involved and the inherently violent nature of
cock fights can lead to violence among cock fighters,
bird breeders, and spectators. Illegal drugs are also
commonly found at cock fights.
Bird flu has also created controversies in the cock
fighting world. In Thailand, breeders helped spread
the dreaded H5N1 strain of the virus when they hid
game fowl and moved them to other farms instead of
allowing them to be culled. In the Philippines, which is
home to a billion-dollar cock fighting industry and the
World Slasher Cup (also known as the World Series of
cock fighting), breeders and cock fighters have sworn
to resist government efforts to cull birds if bird flu
reaches Philippine shores.
During horse fights, two stallions battle over a mare
in heat. Before the match begins, trainers have the
stallions sniff the mare – who is injected with hormones
every day to keep her in heat – to put them in a fighting
mood. They fight until one of the horses runs away. In
dog fights, pit bulls bite at each other’s necks, legs, and
testicles until one dies or turns away. These normally
friendly animals are bred for aggression and reportedly
some may be on steroids. The Philippine Animal Welfare
Act expressly prohibits horse fights and dog fights – but
is conspicuously silent on the matter of cock fighting.
All three kinds of animal fights remain rampant in
the country.

Horse races

For many equine ‘athletes,’ injury and death are
always just a hoofbeat away. Thoroughbred racehorses
are a ‘genetic mistake’ – their legs are far too small to
support their bulk, and they’re forced to run at speeds

greater than 48 kilometres an hour with people on
their backs. It’s not surprising, then, to find that an
estimated 800 thoroughbreds die from injuries every
year in North America. And because horses cost a lot of
money to keep, they’re often sold to slaughterhouses
when they don’t perform as well as their owners think
they should. Before they are slaughtered, many horses are
turned into ‘junkies’ by their trainers and veterinarians,
who provide drugs to keep them racing even when they
shouldn’t be on the track because of their injuries. Even
if the horses manage to hold on to a winning streak until
their retirement, they’re rarely treated well afterward.
They can be sold and resold in rapid succession and
may even wind up in slaughterhouses. Some are killed
for insurance money.

Animal ‘actors’

Sure, onscreen they may seem like natural ‘actors’
with the ability to ham it up like no other. But animals
used in movies and television don’t lead pampered lives
like many of their human counterparts do.
Animals are confused by the things that directors and
trainers expect them to do when the cameras are rolling.
The only reason they perform these confusing acts is to
escape the abuse that’s bound to be waiting for them if
they don’t obey, including physical abuse: a primatologist
who spent 14 months working undercover for a facility
that trains great apes for film and television saw trainers
kick and punch the animals to make them be obedient.
In this age of computer-generated imagery and
animatronics – think King Kong – there is absolutely
no need for real animals to be on the sets of TV shows
and films.
PETA Asia-Pacific. Animals Are Not Ours For Entertainment.
Retrieved from www.petaasiapacific.com on 22 September 2014.
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CHAPTER 3
Animal experimentation

ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION
This Animals Australia fact sheet argues that change is overdue – animals
should not be viewed as mere tools for research and education
Basic ‘biomedical research’
The majority of animals used in research and teaching
in universities and research establishments are used in
experiments or procedures which are aimed at finding
out more about the processes governing the function of
living organisms. Some of this work may be relevant to
the understanding of human disease, but most of it will
not be. For example, nerve cells may be taken from a rat’s
brain (or another part of a rat’s nervous system) to be used
in the study of how nerve cells work. This information
may indicate how human nerve cells work in general.

T

INTRODUCTION

he use of living animals in research and teaching
became significant in the second half of the
nineteenth century as part of the development
of the emerging sciences of physiology and anatomy.
The post-war expansion of the pharmaceutical and
chemical industries saw an enormous increase in the
use of animals in research. Today it is a multi-billion
dollar industry, encompassing the pharmaceutical and
chemical industries and university and government
bodies. There is also a significant industry providing
support services in relation to animal research, including
animal breeding, food supply, cage manufacture, etc.
The vast majority of animals used in research are
subjected to some degree of pain or stress during
experimental procedures to which they may be subjected,
or as a result of the environment in which they are kept
prior to or after those procedures.
Many people think that all animal research is part of
medical research – this is not true.

TYPES OF RESEARCH

The following are the most common (but not only)
categories of animal-based research:

Although most basic scientific research using animals
is probably not directly aimed at understanding or
treating human disease, nevertheless, most researchers
will justify the funding of this research on the grounds
that it does have that human relevance. Some forms of
basic research are:
•• Genetic engineering – Transgenic animals – it is now
possible to modify or delete a gene responsible for the
expression of a particular protein. The modification
or deletion can be made in an animal, usually a mouse.
An animal whose genome is modified in this way
is a ‘transgenic’ animal. The mouse genome can be
modified to express a human gene. It is debatable
whether results obtained in this way can provide
useful information about human genes, given that
the gene is being expressed in a non-human animal.
The use of transgenic animals, particularly mice,
has meant the number of animals used in research
around the world is increasing.
Genetic modifications have also been used in attempts
to produce human proteins which may be useful in
disease treatment. For example, ‘Dolly’ the sheep
had her genome modified to express a human blood
clotting factor, which, if it could be purified, may be
useful in treating a human blood clotting disorder.
•• Physiological research – This involves the study of
how organ systems work, for example the circulatory
system, the excretory system or the breathing system.
Physiological experiments may involve the use of
anaesthetised animals, but many will occur using
conscious animals.
•• Psychological research – Psychological research
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often involves controlling the eating, movement or
choices of experimental animals and as such may
cause distress and frustration.

Medical research
Proponents seek to justify medical research using
animals on the basis that such research relates to human
disease and treatments for those diseases. The bulk of
human disease-oriented research is done in universities
and specialist institutes, and attracts massive government
and private charity funding. Such research continues –
with little broad and independent evaluation – because
funding bodies and research institutions are reluctant to
embrace the possibility that existing animal models and
methods have largely failed. To do so would ruin careers,
break the ever-present promises to health charities and
the community, and knock out existing ‘high tech’ animal
breeding (and facilities) supply businesses.
The main problem with animal research which claims
to relate to the causes of human disease or development
of human disease therapies, is that animals are not
humans. Results with ‘animal models’ of human diseases
can therefore be very misleading. Similarly, results from
animals predicting toxic side effects of drugs can be
wrong. This is what happened in the early 1960s with
thalidomide, which was tested in the usual range of
laboratory animals, such as rats and mice. The results of
these tests did not reveal any problems and thalidomide
was granted a licence for use as a sedative in pregnant
women. As most people know, the result was the birth
of thousands of babies with horrendous birth defects,
such as missing limbs.1
But things have moved on dramatically since the
1960s. The human genome has now been cloned, which
means that researchers can work with human proteins
expressed in immortal cell lines, which can be grown
in large quantities in the laboratory. This means that
researchers no longer have the excuse that animal
experiments are the only available option to research
human disease and cellular function. By working on
human proteins, researchers can acquire knowledge
which is directly relevant to human function. Equally
importantly, where the disease concerned has a genetic
basis, researchers can work on the ‘faulty’ protein which
is produced as a result of the ‘fault’ in the gene concerned
and which causes the disease. An example is the gene
‘fault’ occurring on chromosome 7 in cystic fibrosis,
which results in the production of a malfunction in the
protein known as the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator.2 Because the structure of the
gene is known, the ‘faulty’ human proteins can be studied
without the need to use animals.
It is very likely that advancing knowledge of human
genes, proteins and cells will make animal research on
human diseases increasingly irrelevant.
Agricultural research
Agricultural research is almost entirely directed
towards increasing the productivity of animals kept for

food or food products. A lot of this research involves
the study of animals kept in intensive housing systems,
such as sow stalls or battery hen cages. One of the main
reasons for the adoption of such housing systems is that
they minimise the amount of skill required to look after
the animals without compromising productivity. It is
well established that better training would allow the
adoption of more humane methods of keeping animals,
while maintaining productivity. For this reason alone,
the value of this sort of research is questionable.
Some genetic engineering of species used in
agriculture, e.g. sheep and cattle, is occurring in an
attempt to increase production, such as milk or wool
production, or to alter the characteristics to the product
being produced, such as the meat or finer wool. Cloning
techniques are also being developed, adversely affecting
many experimental animals, with the goal of increasing
the ability to breed more individuals of a certain
genetic makeup.

Safety testing
The human safety of medicines, agricultural
chemicals and various other chemical products, such as
shampoos, cleaners and so on, is assessed by testing the
products on animals.3 Regulatory authorities responsible
for the approval of the use of these substances in most
countries require animal testing on the substances
and it is likely that the requirements in Australia will
be met by testing elsewhere for substances intended
to be marketed internationally. The tests involved are
particularly repugnant, as they usually involve poisoning
the animals concerned – death is often the endpoint
measured. A particularly extreme example is the Draize
rabbit eye test, where the subject substance is put
into the eyes of rabbits, often producing horrendous
damage and pain.

ALTERNATIVES

Many alternatives to the use of animals have been
developed, particularly in toxicity testing and teaching.
Studies of systems in cell culture provide many
opportunities of substitution for animal experiments.
The failure to use alternatives is too often caused by
inertia, lack of funding, and reluctance to deviate from
established methods. The use of alternatives must be
rewarded and encouraged to ensure that the transition
to alternatives is not impeded.

ANIMALS IN EDUCATION

The use of animals in teaching at all levels of
secondary and tertiary education is still widespread.
The majority of such teaching is not directed towards
veterinary practice nor training in clinical procedures
in humans. In fact, many students are required to use
animals in practical classes, then choose careers in which
they will never need to use animals.
Animals Australia considers that often, schools have
inappropriate facilities and staffing for animals to be
housed on site. Any benefits gained by the use of animals
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in teaching are outweighed by its tendency to convey
the message that animals are merely tools available to
satisfy human research and curiosity. There are sufficient
alternative teaching aids available to meet the same or
more useful educational objectives as those currently
being met with the use of animals.
At the tertiary level, Animals Australia considers that
the need for animals in teaching cannot be established
except in relation to the teaching of veterinary and animal
science courses. Where no non-animal alternatives exist,
knowledge and skills should be obtained by study of, and
practical work on abattoir materials, models, or through
assistance with actual clinical cases

ANIMAL PROTECTION LAWS?

In Australia, animal welfare is the subject of state
and territory laws. Each state and territory has adopted
requirements that animal research and teaching be
conducted in accordance with the Code of Practice for
the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes.
The Code is sponsored by the National Health and
Medical Research Council, and endorsed by other
scientific and academic bodies, and reviewed by representatives of government, scientists and animal welfare
organisations.
The Australian system relies heavily on the consideration of animal research and teaching proposals by
institutional ‘Animals Ethics Committee’ (AECs). The
makeup and conduct of AECs is governed by the Code
of Practice, and state/territory legislation requires all
proposals be approved by the AECs and overseen by
agents for the AEC. The AECs are appointed by the
institutions, and are variable in their effectiveness –
particularly in their assessment of the justification of
the research/teaching, and the procedures permitted
on animals. Animals Australia has successfully lobbied
for ‘independent 3rd-party’ reviews of the performance
of AECs, and most state/territory governments are
moving to implement an ‘outside’ assessment at least
once each 3 years.
A key component of the Code is that proposals for the
animal use should indicate full consideration of that are
called the ‘3Rs’. These are the principles of Reduction,
Replacement and Refinement which have been adopted
in many countries as the benchmark procedures aimed
at minimising the use of animals in research.
•• Reduction: to reduce the number of animals used

to as few as possible.
•• Replacement: to use alternative non-animal
methods whenever they are available.
•• Refinement: to refine all procedures to ensure that
as little pain and stress as possible is experienced
by the animals.
For information on the system of regulation of animal
use in research and teaching for each state/territory, visit
www.agriculture.gov.au/animal-plant-health/welfare

REFORM IS NEEDED

Change is overdue. Animals should not be viewed as
mere tools for research and education. A commitment
by governments, research and educational institutions
and the community is required to bring about a radical
change in methodology in research and teaching to
reduce and subsequently eliminate the use of animals
in these areas.
Whilst any research on animals continues, further
steps are needed to:
1. Place the onus on the researcher to prove that
no non-animal alternatives exist and that the
experiment has not already been conducted
(either in Australia or in any overseas country)
2. Eliminate pain and suffering caused by the
research process
3. Effect a significant annual reduction in the number
of animals used in research and teaching, and
4. Develop, validate and adopt non-animal
techniques in research and teaching.

FURTHER INFORMATION
•• Humane Research Australia,

www.humaneresearch.org.au
•• Medical Advances Without Animals Trust,

www.mawa-trust.org.au
•• Published studies, reviews and reports on

••
••
••
••

••

••

animal experimentation compiled by Australian
veterinarian, Dr Andrew Knight, www.animal
experimentfacts.info
Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine,
www.pcrm.org/research
Fund for Replacement of Animals in Medical
Experiments (FRAME), www.frame.org.uk
InterNICHE is the International Network for
Humane Education, www.interniche.org
For the alternatives to animals in teaching, and
a good place for conscientious objectors to seek
assistance, visit Learning Without Killing, www.
all-creatures.org/articles/ar-objection.html
For details of which products are not tested
on animals visit Choose Cruelty Free, www.
choosecrueltyfree.org.au
Australian Government sites – Commonwealth
Government – access to all the animal welfare sites of
each state and territory, and relevant legislation, www.
agriculture.gov.au/animal/welfare

REFERENCES
1. See the excellent brief review on the Physicians for
Responsible Medicine website, www.pcrm.org/resch/anexp/
dangerous_med.html
2. For more information, see the website page from the
Human Genome Project at www.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/
Human_Genome/
3. See the page at the website of the Therapeutic Goods
Administration website, www.tga.gov.au/node/1705
Animals Australia (2014). Animal Experimentation Fact Sheet.
Retrieved from www.animalsaustralia.org on 11 August 2014.
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ETHICS AND ANIMAL USE IN SCIENCE
This information is courtesy of ANZCCART – the Australian and New Zealand
Council for the Care of Animals in Research and Teaching

A

morally good person is, among
other things, someone who is
kind to animals and people,
and is truthful and fair in what he or
she does and says. An ethically good
person has some understanding
of why he or she is like that and
thinks about this understanding.
So morals focus mainly on what
we decide actually are good or bad,
or right or wrong thoughts and
actions, whereas ethics deals mainly
with how we decide what is right or
wrong, or good or bad.
We all adopt moral and ethical
positions, whether or not we know
it and can describe them. Over the
centuries thinkers in ethics have
tried to explain these different
positions. They have also developed
many different concepts to help
us decide what is good and bad,
right and wrong, in all aspects of
daily life. These include how we
can decide what are acceptable
and unacceptable ways for people
to use animals in farming, health,
recreation and, more recently, in all
aspects of animal-based science. As a
result, we now have available to us a
range of ideas on how to decide what
is ethical behaviour towards animals.
Some of the ideas, which relate
particularly to the use of animals in
research, teaching and testing, are
briefly outlined below.

••
••
••
••
••
••
••

They include:
Animal Liberation
Animal Rights
Antivivisection
Animal Welfare
Duty of Care
Reverence for Life
Achieving the Most Good with
the Least Harm

These ideas about the use
of animals in science are briefly
outlined here to help your own
thinking about this subject. You
may feel that one idea best explains

the way you think about animal
use. On the other hand, and this is
quite common, you may feel that a
combination of two or more of these
ideas is best for you. The important
thing here is to think about all of
these ideas before coming to your
decision. It is also important to
recognise that you may change
your mind as you think and learn
more about this subject and gain
experience of life.

Animal liberation

In the mid 1970s Peter Singer,
an Australian philosopher, wrote
a book called Animal Liberation. In
it he outlined the ethical principle
of equal consideration of interests.
This principle is designed to help us
work out if the ways we use animals
are acceptable or not. It is applied to
those higher order animals which
can suffer or can be harmed by our
actions. It is not applied to any lower
order animals which are unable to
suffer or be otherwise harmed.
According to this principle, when
thinking about whether particular
animal uses are right or wrong, we
should give the same weight to the
interests of the animals involved as
we would give to our own interests if
we were used in the same ways. Now,

this does not mean that the interests
of animals and people are the same.
In fact it can easily be shown that
they are often different. It means that
the interests of animals, whether
or not they are the same as ours,
should be regarded as being just as
significant for them as our human
interests are for us.
Singer argued that if we say it is
alright to use animals in ways that
cause suffering or other harm simply
because they belong to another
species, because they are ‘only
animals’, this is a sort of prejudice
like racism or sexism, and is just as
morally unacceptable. This prejudice is now known as ‘speciesism’
and is said, by those who oppose
‘speciesism’, to underlie all our uses
of animals which cause them harm.
Some animal protection groups
use these ideas to support their
wish to abolish what they call
‘exploitation’ of animals by people.
Exploitation to them means any
ill-use of animals by people which
harms the animals by taking their
lives or causing suffering. Such
exploitation includes the use of
animals in research, teaching and
testing, and in farming, circuses and
zoos. For some groups it includes
all use of animals by people, even
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about the animal – whether we like
or loath it, welcome or fear it, admire
or disdain it, praise or criticise it.
Thus, a snake, a rat, a sheep, a dog,
a monkey and a person each has
inherent value.
Giving equal rights to all such
animals protects their inherent
value and confers on those animals
moral status. Clearly, giving equal
rights to animals and people means
that they would deserve equal
protection against death, suffering
and other harm. Regan argued that
all dealings people have with animals
involve some form of exploitation
of the animals’ rights. With this in
mind, he totally opposed the use of
animals in science, no matter how
great the benefits of such use would
be for people.
keeping pets. The aim of such groups
is to free – to liberate – animals from
oppression by people, hence the
phrase ‘animal liberation’.
Singer opposed most animal
use in science. However, he did not
think that the principle of “equal
consideration of interests” totally
ruled out the use of animals in
science, but it does very substantially
reduce it. In his view, scientific
animal use might be justified, but
only if all of the following very
stringent conditions are met: any
harm done to the animals must be
very low indeed, and the human
or animal need to be met by using
animals must be exceptionally
compelling, and the likely success
of meeting that need by using the
animals must be very great.

Animal rights

In the early 1980s Tom Regan,
an American thinker, developed
the notion of animal rights. The
idea of animal rights is that each
conscious animal has “inherent
value”. Inherent value is an in-built
worth which arises from the animal’s
conscious experience of its own
life and the importance of that
experience to the animal itself.
Inherent value has nothing to do
with how useful the animal is to
people, nor with what we might feel

Antivivisection

The word ‘antivivisection’ literally means ‘against live cutting’
(anti-vivi-section) – in other words,
opposition to the cutting into or
dissection of living animals. People
who oppose such cutting operations
are known as ‘antivivisectionists’.
The antivivisection movement
began in Britain in the mid 1800s
to stop the cruel practice of trying
to find out how the body works by
cutting open living, fully conscious
animals. Anaesthetics, which could
be used to make animals and people
unconscious during cutting operations, were first discovered at about
the same time. Laws were soon
passed in Britain making it illegal
to cut open a living animal unless
it had been properly anaesthetised.
The antivivisection movement can
justifiably claim some credit for that.
Since then the term ‘antivivisection’ has come to mean total
opposition to all scientific uses
of animals in research, teaching
and testing.

Animal welfare

Animal welfare emphasises how
well an animal is coping with its
environment and how well it is
being managed by people. When
an animal’s major needs are being
met its welfare is good. There are
five main areas of need. These can

be broadly described as nutritional,
environmental, health, behavioural
and mental needs. These areas of
need can guide us when we want to
find out how to prevent an animal’s
welfare from being harmed. They
also show us where animal welfare
problems can occur, and they help us
work out how to prevent or correct
those problems.
People who are concerned about
animal welfare mainly emphasise
giving practical help to improve the
lot of animals as they are used now.
Their focus is on the animal’s state
of welfare, not on how important
we think animals are in relation
to people. This contrasts with the
main focus of animal liberation and
animal rights groups who want to
make fundamental changes to the
ways we think about the place of
animals in our world.
Thus, animal welfare groups
tend to emphasise working in the
world as it is, and animal liberation/
rights groups tend to emphasise
changing the world into what they
think it ought to be. Both welfare
and liberation/rights groups aim to
improve the lot of animals, but they
often disagree on how that should
be achieved.
Animal welfare groups usually
oppose the use of animals in
research, teaching and testing. They
have a long-term goal of ending such
animal use. However, they know it
is not realistic to expect that the
scientific use of animals will come
to an end in the very near future.
So they work actively to improve
the welfare of the animals used in
science until abolition of that use
can be achieved. They therefore
strongly support all measures that
minimise any harm done to animals
used in science.

Duty of care

Our ‘duty of care’ towards animals
highlights our obligation to meet
the welfare needs of all the animals
we control or own. This means
providing for their nutritional,
environmental, health, behavioural
and mental needs, so that animal
welfare problems are avoided or are
corrected quickly.
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We need to make sure that we
know how to meet the needs of the
particular species of animals we
control or own. This means finding
out what those special needs are. We
also need to make sure we properly
provide for those needs. We can do
this in the following ways.
•• By giving the animals fresh water
and the right food in the right
amounts at the right time.
•• By keeping them in a place
(indoors or outdoors) which
suits them well and in this
way minimising, for example,
exposure to extreme weather
or physical discomfort.
•• By watching for signs of ill-health
or injury and getting veterinary
help when necessary.
•• By giving them appropriate
exercise and, when appropriate,
the company of animals of their
own or another type.
•• By keeping anxiety, fear, pain
and distress as low as can be
practically managed.
If we meet all these needs of animals, we automatically avoid cruelty.
We can also breed animals which
tolerate particular environments,
are less susceptible to disease and
are more at ease when managed by
people. However, we would still have
to make sure that their remaining
welfare needs are met, even if they
are more resistant to some problems
than are other animals.
Under Australian state and
territory law our ‘duty of care’
towards animals can be partially
suspended during research, teaching
and testing, but only when very
stringent conditions are met. Thus,
not meeting one or more of these
needs can be accepted, but only if any
harm that might be caused is kept as
low as it can be and the benefits of
the work justify it.

Reverence for life

The ‘Reverence for Life’ philosophy was developed by the
Nobel peace prize winner Albert
Schweitzer (1875-1965). It emphasises the mystical awe felt when life
forms, from the simplest to the
most complex, reveal their exquisite

elegance and their inherent will-tolive. People, when acting naturally,
honestly and with wonder at the
mystery of life, recognise their own
will-to-live. They also feel compelled
to give to every other life form with
a will-to-live the same reverence for
its life as they give their own.
‘Reverence for Life’ does not
distinguish between lower or higher
life forms, animals or plants, or
animals or people. Nor does it mean
that causing pain or the death of
another creature is wrong. Rather,
it is causing pain or death when it
can be avoided that is wrong. People
guided by ‘Reverence for Life’ will
only cause suffering or the death of
an animal in cases of inescapable
necessity, never from lack of care.
This has particular relevance
to the use of animals in science.
‘Reverence for Life’ means that
there should always be misgivings
when a life is taken or other harm
is done to an animal which has a
will-to-live, no matter how great
the expected benefit. Schweitzer
thought that in each and every case
these misgivings should motivate
animal-based scientists to make sure
that there is a very real need to use
an animal for the particular purpose
if that purpose involves taking the
animal’s life or causing it harm.
Moreover, scientists must take the
utmost care to keep any harm they
do as low as it can be.
This last sentiment obviously
parallels that lying behind the 3Rs
Principle and is achieved in practical
terms by animal-based scientists very
carefully applying that principle.

Achieving the most
good with the least harm

Many thinkers consider that
what count above all other things are
the consequences – the outcomes –
of our actions. But they go further.
They also say, and this is important,
that actions can be judged as good
only if they bring the greatest good
to the greatest number.
The use of the word greatest,
instead of the weaker word greater,
reduces the risk that this way of
thinking can be used to justify
getting the greatest good at the

expense of a small number of
victims. Achieving the greatest good
therefore also means causing the
least harm.
This has direct relevance to the
use of animals in research, teaching
and testing. Animal-based scientists
have brought many benefits to
animals and people. It is true that
often, but not always, the animals
involved experience pain, suffering
or other harm, even when great care
is taken to avoid it or minimise it.
Even so, the Australian public
wants the further benefits that
animal-based science can bring in the
future. That is especially so because
very many more animals and people
are expected to benefit than the
number of animals that will be used
in the required studies. But it is also
on the understanding that any harm
done to the animals used in research,
teaching and testing must be kept to
the minimum level it can be.
The main way this is done is to
apply the 3Rs Principle of replacement, reduction and refinement.
Careful application of this principle
ensures that animals are only used
when non-animal alternatives are
not suitable (replacement), that only
the smallest number of animals
required to achieve the aims of the
work are used (reduction), and that if
any pain or suffering is caused during
the work, it is kept as low as possible
(refinement).
It is also worth noting that
ideas about Animal Liberation,
Animal Rights, Antivivisection,
Animal Welfare, Duty of Care, and
Reverence for Life do not only influence those people who agree with
them. These ideas also influence
animal-based scientists. They lead
such scientists to consider very
carefully how much harm can or
cannot be justified by the benefits of
research, teaching and testing when
they apply the principle of “achieving
the most good with the least harm”.
Australian and New Zealand Council
for the Care of Animals in Research
and Teaching (2014). Ethics and
Animal Use in Science. Retrieved from
www.adelaide.edu.au/ANZCCART
on 11 August 2014.
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MINIMISING THE HARM DONE TO
ANIMALS USED IN SCIENCE – THE 3RS
ANZCCART – the Australian and New Zealand Council for the Care of Animals in Research and
Teaching – explains the principles which animal-based scientists apply to minimise animal suffering

A

nimal-based scientists are required by law to
make sure that they keep any pain, suffering or
other harm they cause to the animals they use for
research, teaching and testing as low as possible.
The 3Rs Principle is applied at the planning stages
before any direct work with animals begins. Its purpose
is to help scientists to minimise the invasiveness,
unpleasantness or noxiousness of anything they do
to animals.
The 3Rs Principle is a practical guide to scientists.

Animal-based scientists are required by
law to make sure that they keep any pain,
suffering or other harm they cause to the
animals they use for research, teaching
and testing as low as possible.

It is designed to ensure that:
•• Animals which might suffer are only used when

necessary (Replacement)
•• That no more and no fewer animals are used than

are required to achieve the objectives of the work
(Reduction), and
•• That if any noxiousness is caused during the work,
it is kept as low as possible (Refinement).

THE 3RS
Replacement, Reduction and Refinement
Replacement means that animals should not be used
at all if the same research, teaching or testing aim can
be achieved in other ways. The word ‘animal’ refers to
those higher order animals that are capable of suffering
or feeling pain. So the first question scientists must ask
themselves at the planning stage of a study is “Do I need
to use higher order animals at all?” If the answer is “Yes”
then Reduction and Refinement must be applied.
Reduction means keeping the number of animals
used to the minimum necessary to achieve the research,
teaching or testing purposes of the work. This avoids using
unnecessarily large numbers of animals. But it is equally
important to avoid using too few animals. If not enough
animals are used it will not be possible to interpret the
results, and the animals used would have been wasted.
So the second question scientists must ask is “What is the
lowest number of animals needed for this work?”
Refinement refers to keeping any pain, suffering or
other harm which may be caused as low as possible for
each and every animal used in the work. This means that
every aspect of the work must be reviewed carefully and
great care taken to minimise any noxious effects on the
animals. Thus, the third question scientists must ask is
“How can I minimise the noxiousness of every aspect of this
work?” It is worth noting that many studies cause very
low or no pain, suffering or other harm to the animals
involved, while others do indeed have noxious effects.

Assessing the invasiveness, severity or
noxiousness of a scientific manipulation

The invasiveness, severity or noxiousness of any
proposed research, teaching or testing procedure must
be given very careful consideration during the planning
stages of the work, for two reasons.
First, it is necessary to anticipate the extent of pain,
suffering, distress or lasting harm that might be caused
to the animals by each part of the proposed procedure, in
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order to work out the best ways to keep any noxiousness
as low as possible using refinement strategies.
Second, it is necessary to balance the expected
levels of noxiousness against the anticipated benefits
of the work in what is called a Harm-Benefit Analysis.
The aim of this is to make sure that any harm is the
lowest that is practically feasible and that the benefits
are the greatest that can be reasonably achieved.
The benefit must outweigh the harm by the greatest
feasible margin for the work to proceed. It is the
responsibility of both the animal-based scientists who
prepare each research, teaching and testing proposal
and the Animal Ethics Committee that reviews it to
do harm-benefit analyses.

Noxiousness scale

To help with this process various invasiveness,
severity or noxiousness scales have been developed
worldwide. These help animal-based scientists work
out what the negative impact of a proposed procedure
is likely to be on the animals. While no such formal
criteria exist in Australia, Animal Ethics Committees
usually classify animal experiments in a similar manner.
Note that the higher the noxiousness of a procedure,
the greater the anticipated benefits must be before it
can be approved. For specific examples at each level of
noxiousness click on the relevant grade.
•• Grade O – No suffering or noxiousness

 uch procedures would not usually require justification
S
in terms of expected indirect or direct benefits to
animals, people or both.
•• Grade A – Little suffering or noxiousness

Such procedures would require justification

regarding the expected indirect or direct benefits
to animals, people or both.
•• Grade B – Moderate suffering or noxiousness

Such procedures would require good justification
regarding the expected direct benefits to animals,
people or both.
•• Grade C – Severe suffering or noxiousness

Such procedures would require strong justification
regarding the expected direct benefits to animals,
people or both.
•• Grade X – Very severe suffering or noxiousness

Such procedures would require the most exceptional
justification and would be permitted only
very rarely.

How much suffering or noxiousness
is caused by research, teaching and
testing procedures in New Zealand?

In New Zealand the vast majority of scientific procedures produce little or no suffering or noxiousness.
Nevertheless, a significant percentage of procedures
are given noxiousness ratings of ‘C’ or ‘X’ despite
careful application of the 3Rs. Such work can only be
undertaken if those doing it can provide strong justification for ‘C’ rated procedures and the most exceptional
justification for ‘X’ rated procedures.
A detailed breakdown of these figures is available
from the National Animal Ethics Advisory Committee,
www.biosecurity.govt.nz/regs/animal-welfare/nz/naeac
Australian and New Zealand Council for the Care of Animals in
Research and Teaching (2014). Minimising the Harm Done to Animals
Used in Science – The 3Rs (Last modified 10 August 2014). Retrieved
from www.adelaide.edu.au/ANZCCART on 11 August 2014.
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New code, same suffering: animals in the lab
The NHMRC has released a new
edition of their code on the welfare
of animals used in scientific research.
But there are few significant changes,
and without any avenues for true
accountability, the code works more
for the benefit of research than
the animals it is meant to protect,
according to the views of Monika
Merkes and Rob Buttrose

A

new edition of the Australian
code for the care and use
of animals for scientif ic
purposes was released on July
23, 2013 by the National Health
and Medical Research Council
(NHMRC), updating the previous
2004 version.
The code provides guidelines
for the use of animals in research
and teaching. Its purpose is “to
promote the ethical, humane and
responsible care and use of animals
used for scientific purposes”. The
code is incorporated under animal
welfare or animal research laws in
all states and territories. In itself,
it is part of a self-regulatory system
and there are no penalties for
non-compliance.

Community views on
animal experimentation
are changing. In recent
years, the opposition to
animal use in research
has increased in Australia
(and also in the UK and
the USA). This is not
reflected in the new code,
which provides as little
protection to animals as
the previous version.
At the heart of the code, in the
previous and the new edition, is
the requirement to minimise harm,
pain and distress to animals used in
the laboratory and other research
or teaching situations. All teaching
and research activities “must balance
whether the potential effects on the
wellbeing of the animals involved is
justified by the potential benefits”.
There is no explicit requirement that

the potential benefits for humans
outweigh the certain impacts
(including pain and death) on
animals, let alone that they greatly
outweigh them.
‘Balancing’ is to be achieved
by applying the 3Rs: replacement
(not using animals where possible),
reduction (reducing the number of
animals used) and refinement (minimising impact). Nearly seven million
animals were used in Australia in
2011 with numbers increasing here
and overseas. Clearly, the 3Rs have
not been taken seriously.
While the previous and the
current version of the code are
very similar, the new version
has introduced an “obligation to
respect animals”. Lofty words cloud
the reality of unrestrained use of
animals for the purposes of potential benefits to humans, however
small these benefits might be.
How could animal experiments
like the following be justified:
shaking lambs’ heads until they die
to test hypotheses about ‘shaken
baby syndrome’, breast implants in
pigs, brain surgery on marmosets,
and more recently, implanting false
memories into mouse brains.
The new code has not addressed
the secrecy surrounding animal
research. Animal Ethics Committees (AECs) whose responsibility
includes the ethical review, approval
and monitoring of animal care and
use, do not make their deliberations
public. Even basic information
about the research that has been
approved, such as purpose, types
of procedures involved or numbers
and species of animals used, is not
publicly available.
AECs are made up of veterinarians, scientists, people with a
“demonstrable commitment to,
and established experience in,
furthering the welfare of animals”
and community members. The
latter two categories of people
“must together represent at least
one-third of the AEC membership”,
but they are usually in the minority.
People responsible for the routine

care of animals can also be invited
on an AEC.
During the consultation period
for the new code, many suggestions were made through public
submission by animal welfare
organisations, veterinarians and
the general public that would have
given animals better protection
from distress, pain and ultimately
death. Sadly, these did not make it
into the new code.

It is our view that selfregulation of the animal
research community is
too weak and not being
properly complied with –
otherwise we would see
the number of animals used
in research and teaching
decline rather than increase
– and that the new code
still does not address the
utter lack of transparency
and secrecy around the use
of animals in research.
A proposal that vets should
undertake or supervise surgical and
anaesthetic procedures in the lab
was not adopted, no doubt as a result
of vigorous lobbying by research
groups. The Australian Veterinary
Association (AVA) also argued
that a vet should be appointed
by institutions to assist AECs
with advice on compliance and
oversee a program of veterinary care
for lab animals. These measures,
however, were also not accepted by
the NHMRC.
In many of the submissions,
there was concern about the
vague wording of key ethical
concepts in the code but sensible
recommendations for change were
ignored. So too were proposals to
replace, in a number of provisions,
the word “should” (strongly
recommended but not obligatory)
with “must” (obligatory).
Some groups involved in the
consultation process criticised the
NHMRC for failing to emphasise
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rather than increase – and that
the new code still does not address
the utter lack of transparency and
secrecy around the use of animals
in research.
The true purpose of the code
is to legitimise the interests of the
industry rather than the purported
support and safeguard of animal
wellbeing.
Dr Monika Merkes is a social researcher
and policy consultant based in Melbourne.
She is a member of the Humane Research
Australia advisory panel.
Rob Buttrose has a background in
philosophy and computer science.
Buttrose, R and Merkes, M (1 August
2013). ‘New code, same suffering: animals
in the lab’, The Drum. Retrieved from
www.abc.net.au/news on 11 August 2014.

the replacement of animals where
possible and to provide evidence that
alternatives have been thoroughly
investigated. Unfortunately, the
new code continues to neglect this
most crucial of the 3Rs. As a result,
many procedures and protocols that
are cruel and unnecessary are still
allowed. One wonders how genuine
is the claim that “the principle of
respect for animals now clearly
underpins the Code of Practice.”
Several submissions argued for
greater transparency by institutions
and more openness about what
is actually happening to animals
within their research laboratories.
Far from mandating, however,
that institutions make public
annual reports of compliance and
summaries of external reviews,
the new code only states that they
“should consider” doing so.

Community views on animal
experimentation are changing.
In recent years, the opposition to
animal use in research has increased
in Australia (and also in the UK and
the USA). This is not reflected in
the new code, which provides as
little protection to animals as the
previous version.

The true purpose of the
code is to legitimise the
interests of the industry
rather than the purported
support and safeguard of
animal wellbeing.
It is our view that self-regulation
of the animal research community
is too weak and not being properly
complied with – otherwise we would
see the number of animals used
in research and teaching decline
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ANIMALS IN RESEARCH:
BENEFITS, ETHICS AND ASSESSMENT
Breakthroughs such as the development of penicillin – first tested in mice –
may not have occurred without animal testing, notes Gavan McNally

A

ustralians say no to animal experiments, rang the
headline of a recent media release by the activist
group Humane Research Australia, referring to
an opinion poll it commissioned in May that found:
The majority of Australians are opposed to such an
archaic practice and recognise the need to seek more
humane and scientifically-valid options.
But research involving non-human animals remains
poorly understood and highly emotive.
Perhaps the best single word response to Humane
Research Australia’s claims is: penicillin. Its application
by scientists Howard Florey, Ernst Chain, Norman
Heatley and their colleagues to treat bacterial infection
in mice – then humans – highlights the difficulties and
successes of animal research.

Studies in non-human animals have led to
countless others treatments. Some examples
include vaccinations, medications for high
blood pressure, neuroprotective agents,
deep brain stimulation for Parkinson’s
disease, antidepressants, analgesics, cardiac
defibrillators, and pacemakers. These alleviate
pain and suffering. They extend lifespans.
Studies in non-human animals have led to countless
others treatments. Some examples include vaccinations,
medications for high blood pressure, neuroprotective
agents, deep brain stimulation for Parkinson’s disease,
antidepressants, analgesics, cardiac defibrillators, and
pacemakers. These alleviate pain and suffering. They
extend lifespans.
Along the way to these successes were numerous
discoveries in basic science. The knowledge from basic
research was central to advancement but appeared to
add little to solving the pressing medical problems of
the day. There were many blind alleys and apparent
failure. (I use ‘failure’ cautiously, as one scientist’s noise
is another’s signal.)

NOT LOST IN TRANSLATION

Critics of animal research, and advocates of its
abolition, focus heavily on failures in clinical translation and otherwise successful efforts in basic but
incremental research.
Typically these criticisms invoke the very real
difficulties of cross-species comparison, but draw the
wrong conclusion. Species X differs from humans on

variable Y; hence all work in species X is “scientifically
invalid” and a “waste of resources”.
Next, basic research is equated with “morbid
curiosity”. Often the ante is raised and science without
clear translation to a human condition is portrayed as
a flagrant waste of valuable resources.
Finally, misunderstood concepts such as “biological
complexity” are invoked to explain why work in model
preparations or in vitro systems is flawed.
When considering the merit of these criticisms,
I suggest one looks towards Stockholm each year on
December 10. At least 75% of winners of the Nobel Prize
in Medicine or Physiology used non-human animals in
their research.
But perhaps the most astonishing criticism is that
there is no independent assessment, transparency, or
accountability in animal research.

LEGALITIES

All research involving animals occurs inside a legal
and regulatory framework. Nationally, the Australian
Code of Practice from the National Health and Medical
Research Council provides one framework.
The fundamental principles are that researchers
should act to reduce the number of animals used, refine
their procedures to minimise impacts, and replace,
wherever possible, animals with alternatives.
States have their own, but largely similar, acts and
regulations. New South Wales, for example, has the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1979, Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Regulation 2012, Animal Research Act
1985, and Animal Research Regulation 2005. Victoria has
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 and the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Regulations 2008.

ETHICS COMMITTEES

Research institutions and their researchers are
accredited, licensed, and authorised to conduct animal
research. A condition is that the institution forms an
Animal Care and Ethics Committee. These committees
include researchers themselves, but also independent
members such as lay members, representatives from
animal welfare groups, and veterinarians. They consider
applications from researchers, request significant
revisions and approve or reject them.
The independent members are key drivers and
promoters of animal welfare. They read and evaluate
applications, force researchers to clearly justify the need
for animal use, and frequently suggest refinements to
reduce impact. Portraying these members as ineffectual
and their contributions as ‘rubber stamps’ is offensive
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and does them a great disservice.
The institution, its animal ethics committee and
researchers are subject to inspections (such as the
Animal Research Review Panel in NSW and Bureau
of Animal Welfare in Victoria). These are conducted
by dedicated and professional staff. They ensure
regulatory compliance and continual improvement in
animal welfare.
If research involves native species or fieldwork,
then additional levels of independent assessment and
approval (such as NSW Office for Environment and
Heritage) are required.

Opposition to animal research is conducted
in many ways ... Basic research is being
carefully selected, misrepresented and
trivialised in these campaigns.
STILL FURTHER CHECKS

There are other independent checks in this system.
Most research requires funds, so researchers seek funding
from independent agencies such as the National Health
and Medical Research Council and the Australian
Research Council. These funds are exceptionally hardwon. The idea that research funded via these agencies
lacks significance and scientific excellence is absurd.
Opposition to animal research is conducted in many
ways. At the extremes, activists invade laboratories,
threaten researchers and firebomb their homes and cars.
These acts are illegal. They fail to win opinion.
More moderate approaches include petitioning
government and funding bodies to reduce or eliminate
funding of animal research; and petitioning institutions
about ‘wasteful’ or inappropriate research.
Basic research is being carefully selected, misrepresented and trivialised in these campaigns.

These moderate strategies are designed to disrupt
research and its administration, to influence policy, as
well as to shift public opinion. They ought to be met
and refuted.
Gavan McNally is Professor of Behavioural Neuroscience
at UNSW Australia.

McNally, G (9 July 2013). Animals in research:
benefits, ethics and assessment. Retrieved from
http://theconversation.com/au on 6 August 2014.
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WHY AUSTRALIA NEEDS TO CATCH UP
ON ANIMAL RESEARCH TRANSPARENCY
Australia uses over seven million of the around 115 million animals used for
scientific research each year worldwide – without adequate transparency
and accountability, according to Monika Merkes and Rob Buttrose

T

he UK government recently
c o n c l u d e d a s i x- w e e k
consultation on discarding
a section of its law on animal
experimentation in the interest of
openness. Australia doesn’t have
such restrictive laws but we’re even
less transparent when it comes to
animal use in research.
Under the current provisions of
section 24 of the Animals (Scientific
Procedures) Act 1986 (ASPA), the
UK Home Office cannot release
confidential information – even
when the provider has no objection
to disclosure.
The government suggests section
24 be discarded while protecting

the names of places, people, and
intellectual property. Along with this
attempt to become more open and
transparent, it also wants to reduce
the use of animals in scientific
procedures.

Changing public attitudes

Public attitudes about animal
research are changing. Some people
feel we have no right to subject
sentient beings to painful and lethal
procedures to advance knowledge
or find cures for human diseases.
Others have come to the conclusion
that animal models fail to predict
human responses.
A 2013 opinion poll commissioned

Public attitudes about animal research are changing.
Some people feel we have no right to subject sentient
beings to painful and lethal procedures to advance
knowledge or find cures for human diseases. Others
have come to the conclusion that animal models fail
to predict human responses.

by Humane Research Australia, for
instance, found 57% of respondents
were not even aware animals are
used in experimental research in
Australia. And 64% didn’t believe
humans have the moral right to
experiment on animals.
In the United Kingdom, a 2012
Ipsos MORI poll found 37% of
respondents objected to animal
research. Young people aged between 15 and 24 years were most
likely to oppose it (46%) because
of the importance they place on
animal welfare.
And a 2009 survey in six European
countries found 84% of respondents
agreed or mostly agreed that new
guidelines should ban all animal
experiments that cause severe pain
and suffering. These and other
surveys show many people are
opposed to using laboratory animals.
This proportion has increased over
the last decade.
People opposed to animal
research (like us) have an obvious
interest in more disclosure. They
believe that if the public were adequately informed, there would be
more pressure to stop or minimise
it. But so arguably do those who
see a need for such research and
are concerned about the respect for
animal welfare in laboratories.
Greater transparency is also
supported by significant voices on
the research side. More information,
it’s argued, would dispel some of
the inaccuracies about research
coming from animal advocates. It
would also help educate the public
about what are seen by many in
the biomedical community as
significant benefits to humans.
But while it may be that all
sides of the animal research debate
desire transparency, Australia
remains behind, making minimal
effort towards openness, better
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communication, greater accountability and more public access to
information.

What should be public

As in the United Kingdom,
animal research in Australia is highly
regulated. The National Health
and Medical Research Council’s
Code of Practice for the Care and Use
of Animals for Scientific Purposes
requires collection and collation
of data on the details of research
proposals.
The care and welfare of animals
in the laboratory must also be
monitored and recorded.
But even though we know such
information exists, or should exist,
we can’t access it. None of it is public
and, in our experience, attempts
to obtain it by direct requests
to institutions and government
departments mostly fail.
A straightforward way to increase transparency then would be
for more of this material to be made
publicly available.
The following information would
give the public a clear picture of
animal experiments and how and
why they’re done:
•• Summaries of the number
of animals used and killed
in research, the species, the
impact of procedures and
the purpose. These statistics
(called the animal use returns)
are currently published
sporadically and inconsistently
by the states.
•• Minutes from or summaries
of ethics committee meetings
and related documents (project
proposals, the reasons animal
use is required, the effort made
to consider alternatives, the
impact on the animals, and
ethical justification in terms of
benefits and costs).
•• Annual animal ethics
committee reports, which
include details about efforts
to replace and reduce animal
use, as well as what’s being
done to decrease the severity
of procedures applied to those
animals still being used.

Greater public scrutiny will make it harder for institutions
to approve animal research that doesn’t save human lives.
It will also reduce the high rate of duplicated research
which is another unfortunate by-product of our
lack of openness.
•• Details of all animal research

funded by the NHMRC (up
to the current year), as well as
details of any publications.
•• Details about the living
environment of animals, such
as any enrichment of their
environment, opportunities
to express species-specific
behaviours, and whether
individual animals are kept
isolated from other animals.
There are confidentiality and
intellectual property issues related
to some of these documents, but
there’s no reason why these can’t
be dealt with as the UK government
intends to. If necessary, the simple
and common method of blacking
out names and other identifying
information would suffice.
The next steps are a national
reporting scheme of animal use
returns, and publishing plainlanguage summaries of animal
research projects. Along with a
number of European countries, the
UK has being doing exactly this for
the last three years.
The summaries provide a clear
picture of what’s done to animals
in the laboratory and why, but
don’t name researchers or institutions. In Australia, these could
be readily compiled from project
proposals submitted to animal
ethics committees.

stated commitment to reducing the
numbers of animals used in scientific
experiments.
In contrast, the only major initiative in this area in Australia has
been a Green’s private member’s bill
earlier this year to ban the largely
discontinued practice of animal
testing for cosmetics.
Transparency, and the accountability that goes with it, is key.
Greater public scrutiny will make it
harder for institutions to approve
animal research that doesn’t save
human lives. It will also reduce the
high rate of duplicated research
which is another unfortunate
by-product of our lack of openness.
Australia has a long way to go in
giving laboratory animals a better
deal – lifting the veil of secrecy
should be the first step.
Monika Merkes is Honorary Associate,
Australian Institute for Primary Care
and Ageing at La Trobe University.
Rob Buttrose is from the University
of Melbourne.

Buttrose, R and Merkes, M (2 July 2014).
Why Australia needs to catch up on
animal research transparency. Retrieved
from http://theconversation.com/au
on 6 August 2014.

How to reduce animal use

The number of animals used
for scientific research is enormous:
about 115 million each year worldwide and over seven million in
Australia.
Some countries are taking positive steps towards reducing this
number. The United Kingdom is,
again, leading the way with a policy
of eliminating testing of household
products on animals. It has also a
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ANIMAL TESTING LABELLING
Can you trust a cosmetic company’s claims that its products aren’t tested on animals?
If it sells them in China, possibly not, according to this major review from CHOICE

I

1. TESTING COSMETICS ON ANIMALS

n an attempt to differentiate their products from
the competition, companies may proclaim that
their products aren’t tested on animals. But all is
not as it seems.

••
••
••
••
••

In this report, you’ll find:
China’s stance on cosmetics sold in that country
Importance of testing
How conflicting claims lead to consumer confusion
The results of our shadow shop
A list of companies/brands that do and don’t test
on animals.

China’s stance on cosmetics testing

China’s increasing wealth has seen a rise in
consumers with a growing disposable income, and
a sizeable chunk of that money is being spent on
cosmetics. Additionally, recent economic downturns
and consumer belt-tightening in the west, coupled
with reduced tariffs and taxes associated with selling
cosmetics in China, have proven a tempting combination for cosmetic and personal care brands.
“All cosmetic products sold in China must be
registered with the authorities,” explains Dr Alain
Khaiat, president of the Cosmetic, Toiletry and
Fragrance Association of Singapore, vice president of
Scientific Affairs of the ASEAN Cosmetic Association
and CEO of SEERS Consulting, a consultancy for
manufacturers of personal care products. “In order to
become registered, companies are required to submit
a dossier to the relevant government authority, along
with product samples for the authority to test. The
authorities then do a number of tests, including for
pH [levels] and viscosity. They also do some skin and
eye irritation tests. And at the moment, these tests are
done on animals.”
So samples of products that are currently sold in
China must, by law, be provided for animal testing by
cosmetic companies.

Products that have the potential to cause
harm to humans, including personal care
products, cosmetics and medication, must
undergo safety testing in order to ensure
they’re relatively safe to use. Regulations
requiring safety testing are important –
without them, there’s no way of ensuring
products on the market aren’t going to
cause serious harm (and even with safety
testing, problems can occur).

2. WHY TEST?

Products that have the potential to cause harm to
humans, including personal care products, cosmetics
and medication, must undergo safety testing in order
to ensure they’re relatively safe to use. Regulations
requiring safety testing are important – without
them, there’s no way of ensuring products on the
market aren’t going to cause serious harm (and even
with safety testing, problems can occur). “You don’t
want to buy a product that’s meant to enhance your
beauty, and instead get a skin abrasion or a disease,”
says Khaiat. “Cosmetics must be safe for their intended
foreseeable use.”
And the intended use isn’t always the same as the
foreseeable one, as Khaiat points out. Shampoos,
for example, aren’t meant for use in the eyes, but
the chance of accidental eye exposure is high. So
shampoos are tested to ensure they’re safe for
ocular contact.
While there are many methods for testing ingredients for safety, including in vitro (test tube) tests on
skin cells and donated corneas, these are relatively
new scientific advances. For decades, the proverbial
‘guinea pigs’ were, in fact, guinea pigs, as well as rats,
mice and rabbits.

Draize tests

The methods currently used to test products in
China are, according to Khaiat, variations of the Draize
eye test, which involves applying the test substance
to a rabbit’s eye and evaluating the damage caused.
Irritation is assessed from tears, redness or swelling.
The Draize skin irritation test involves shaving a patch
on a rabbit’s back and applying the ingredient to be
tested. The skin is then checked for irritation for up
to three days.
But questions have been raised about the reliability
of animal testing. “I did a study in the late 1980s
comparing the data I had on animals to the data I
had on humans, and found there was a less than 50%
correlation,” says Khaiat. “I switched to in vitro methods
[involving human cells in test tubes] and found an
85% correlation between in vitro and human results.
Animal testing is not reliable, and it is not humane to
treat animals this way.”
While alternative methods have been developed for
most animal tests, including the Draize tests, there are
still a small number with no alternative. However, this
isn’t necessarily a barrier. In justifying its wholesale
ban on animal testing, the EU issued statements saying
companies should either use alternative ingredients
that have already undergone all necessary safety tests,
or develop new methods of testing.
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3. CONFLICTING CLAIMS

Many consumers are strongly opposed to animal
testing and CHOICE believes information should be
available so those who want to choose products which
aren’t tested on animals can do so.
Unfortunately, our market survey found consumers’
ability to make informed decisions is being jeopardised
by confusing claims, such as “against animal testing”.
Companies selling cosmetics in China knowingly
provide samples for animal testing. In defending its
position, Avon claims its “commitment is to remain in
the countries affected and work to bring about change,
such as the acceptance of non-animal testing methods.
Abandoning a market does not help bring about a
solution.”
L’Occitane also talks up its fight against animal
testing, but then admits: “The Company’s products
are sold globally and, along with many other global
businesses, China is an essential market for its
development. L’Occitane respects the right of each
country to set their own laws and regulations; it actively
seeks to influence the debate on abolishing tests on
animals throughout the world and anticipates an end
to animal testing in China.”
On Bobbi Brown’s website list of FAQs, the very first
question is “does your company test on animals?” The
answer? A firm “no”. “Bobbi Brown is committed to
the elimination of animal testing.” Except that this is
followed by: “We do not conduct animal testing on our
products or ingredients, nor ask others to test on our
behalf, except when required by law.”
Some cosmetic companies, such as The Body Shop,
Lush Cosmetics and Paul Mitchell, have chosen not sell
their products in China. They recognise that selling
in prosperous markets that require animal testing is
inconsistent with their stance against animal testing.
Complicating matters is the growing appetite of
cosmetic behemoths L’Oréal and Estée Lauder. L’Oréal
is the parent company of Lancôme, Giorgio Armani
Beauty, Biotherm, Kiehl’s, Shu Uemura, Urban Decay,
Garnier, Maybelline, Kerastase, Redken, Vichy, The
Body Shop and many others. Meanwhile, Estée Lauder
is the parent company of Clinique, MAC, Bobbi Brown,
La Mer, Smashbox, Aveda, Prescriptives, Origins
and others.

What information do cosmetic
counter staff give about animal testing?

CHOICE sent a shadow shopper, Amy (not her
real name), to Myer and David Jones stores in Sydney.
Amy approached the cosmetics counters of brands
including Clinique, Clarins, Bobbi Brown, Benefit,
Lancôme, SK II, Shiseido, Chanel, Dior, and MAC,
all of which sell cosmetics in China, according to the
Hong-Kong-based Li & Fung Research Centre and
CHOICE’s own research.
Amy asked sales assistants whether their products
were tested on animals. If the response was no, she
asked them about whether the product had to be tested

While alternative methods have been
developed for most animal tests, there are
still a small number with no alternative.
However, this isn’t necessarily a barrier.
In justifying its wholesale ban on animal
testing, the EU issued statements saying
companies should either use alternative
ingredients that have already undergone
all necessary safety tests, or develop new
methods of testing.
on animals in China.
The sales assistant at the Clinique counter was
aware of the Chinese legislation, and, while she wasn’t
spot-on about the application of the law, proactively
warned our shadow shopper about it.
In contrast, when our shopper asked the sales
assistants at the Clarins counter about the animal
testing legislation in China, she was told it didn’t exist.
“Internationally it’s illegal to test on animals, because
animal rights is so big now,” she was told. “Other
countries really don’t have a right to say that [animal
testing is compulsory]”. Wrong on all counts.
At Benefit and Bobbi Brown, our shopper was told
the products weren’t tested on animals, but upon
probing further was referred to the head office for
more information. SK II, Lancôme, Chanel, Dior and
MAC sales assistants all claimed their products weren’t
tested on animals, but were unsure about the existence
of the Chinese legislation.

What companies say on their websites

CHOICE also looked at the websites of 55 brands
of cosmetics, from specialty products to supermarket
cheapies. Of these, 22 made claims either on their own
websites or on those of their parent company about their
products not being tested on animals, but only a minority
were certified. Estée Lauder, the parent company of
several of the brands now sold in China including Bobbi
Brown and Smashbox, states on its website that “Our
longstanding commitment to end animal testing has

NOT ALL BUNNIES ARE CREATED EQUAL
Independent
third-party certification

Cute but
unofficial labelling
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not changed: we do not test our products or ingredients
on animals, nor do we ask others to test on our behalf,
except where required by law”.
According to Giorgio Armani’s website, “Giorgio
Armani does not use animals to test its products, and
does not have animal testing conducted on its behalf by
anyone else.” The brand is in the Chinese market and
is on PETA’s list of companies that do test on animals.
A CHOICE shopper also went to supermarkets,
department stores and chemists and purchased 32
products with labels making claims about animal testing.
The claims on the products varied, from the seemingly
unequivocal “products and ingredients not tested on
animals”, “never tested on animals”, and “cruelty-free
vegan”, to the slightly more ambiguous “not tested
on animals” and “cruelty-free”, and the potentially
questionable “against animal testing”, “finished product
not tested on animals” and “tested on us”.

What the packaging claims

Of the 32 products, nine carried a logo that signified
certification by a third party. When we checked to
confirm the origins of the logos and the credentials of
the companies using them, we found mixed results.
DermaVeen, Invisible Zinc and Natural Instinct
products all carried a logo that was not from a third
party certifier, although featured similar imagery. We

could not confirm the origins of the Grace Cole Co and
Olivella logos. An additional product made by Australian
company Original Source carried a logo that did not
appear to be official.
Only the Nature’s Organics, Trishave and Innoxa
products were certified by a third party, Choose Cruelty
Free, as not tested on animals.

4. WHAT TO LOOK FOR

There are several independent third parties that
certify products as having not been tested on animals,
including Choose Cruelty Free, the Leaping Bunny, and
PETA. All three organisations compile lists of companies
that sign statutory declarations promising they do not
test, nor do they allow others to test on their behalf,
any products or ingredients on animals. These bodies
do not certify companies that sell their products in
markets where animal testing is required.
However, it is important to note that in some cases,
even companies which abstain from the Chinese market
may be penalised by the certifiers on the basis of their
parent company’s stance on animal testing. And not all
logos are created equal; just because they’ve put a bunny
on it, doesn’t make it ‘cruelty free’.
Reproduced with permission from choice.com.au
Sheftalovich, Z (6 May 2013). Animal testing labelling.
Retrieved from www.choice.com.au on 6 August 2014.

CHECKLISTS
These lists are compiled from PETA’s lists of companies that do and do not test, the Leaping Bunny and CCF, as of
March and April 2013. If you can’t find a brand here, head to the certifiers’ websites for a more complete list.
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh

Certified companies/brands that do not test on animals
Aesop
hh Bon Ami
hh
AHAVA
hh Burt’s Bees
hh
Akin
hh Catwalk
hh
Alchemy
hh D. Adair Cosmetics
hh
Argan Life
hh De Lorenzo
hh
Aussie Mineral Makeup
hh Dermalogica
hh
Australian Pure
hh Eco Minerals
hh
Australis
hh Eleven Australia
hh
Aveda
hh e.l.f cosmetics
hh
Ayana Organics
hh Enzoskin
hh
Bare Escentuals
hh Face of Australia
hh

Flurifresh
Forever New International
Gaia Skin Naturals
Innoxa
Jason
Larissa Bright
Lush
Natio
Nature’s Organics
New Directions
Paul Mitchell

hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh

Rusk
Smashbox
Stila Cosmetics
Suki
The Body Shop
The Cruelty Free Shop
Too Faced Cosmetics
Trilogy
Tri-Shave
Tropez
Zara

hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh

PETA’s list of companies/brands that do test on animals
Almay
hh Dove
hh
Aveeno
hh Elizabeth Arden
hh
Avon
hh Estée Lauder
hh
Biotherm
hh Garnier
hh
Bobbi Brown
hh Giorgio Armani
hh
Bumble and Bumble
hh Head & Shoulders
hh
Carefree
hh Helena Rubinstein
hh
Chapstick
hh Herbal Essences
hh
Clairol
hh Jurlique
hh
Clean & Clear
hh Kerastase
hh
Clearasil
hh Kiehl’s
hh
Clinique
hh La Mer
hh
DDF
hh L’Oréal
hh
Donna Karan
hh L’Occitane
hh

Lancome
M.A.C Cosmetics
Mary Kay
Max Factor
Maybelline
Michael Kors
Missoni
Mitchum Deodorant
Nair
Neutrogena
Nice ‘n Easy
Nu Skin International
Olay
Old Spice

hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh
hh

Pantene
Ponds
Purell
Revlon
Redken
Shiseido
Shu Uemura
SK-II
Sunsilk
Unilever
Vichy
Veet
Vidal Sasson
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EXPLORING
ISSUES
WORKSHEETS AND ACTIVITIES
The Exploring Issues section comprises a range of ready-to-use worksheets
featuring activities which relate to facts and views raised in this book.
The exercises presented in these worksheets are suitable for use by students
at middle secondary school level and beyond. Some of the activities may be
explored either individually or as a group.
As the information in this book is compiled from a number of different sources,
readers are prompted to consider the origin of the text and to critically evaluate
the questions presented.
Is the information cited from a primary or secondary source? Are you being
presented with facts or opinions?
Is there any evidence of a particular bias or agenda? What are your own views
after having explored the issues?
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BRAINSTORM

Brainstorm, individually or as a group, to find out what you know about animal rights and welfare.
1. What is the difference between the terms ‘animal rights’ and ‘animal welfare’?

2. What is ‘speciesism’, and how is it relevant to animal rights?

3. What is factory farming, and how does it differ from organic farming?

4. What is the difference between the terms ‘dissection’ and ‘vivisection’?
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WRITTEN ACTIVITIES

Complete the following activity on a separate sheet of paper if more space is required.

The most basic right of a sentient being, whether they are human or any other animal, is
the right to not be someone else’s property. Being the property of another means that you
are treated as a resource; your only value is that which your owner places on you.
Consider the above statement (by rights organisation Animal Rights Advocates) regarding sentient beings
and also the role of the animals used in the following kinds of entertainment, exhibition or sport. Write a
few paragraphs discussing your views (for or against), including examples to back up your arguments.

ZOOS AND MARINE PARKS

CIRCUSES

HORSE AND DOG RACING
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RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Complete the following activities on a separate sheet of paper if more space is required.
1. “One of the most common types of cruelty to animals is cruelty through neglect” (RSPCA). Research all
the various types of animal cruelty and discuss what is being done in Australia to combat them. Include
organisations that are involved in tackling animal cruelty, and suggest what you can do to help.

2. “There is no humane way to kill whales. Their death is slow and inhumane, brought about by explosive
devices and harpoons” (Animals Australia). Research what is being done to reduce whaling globally.
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DISCUSSION ACTIVITIES

Complete the following activity on a separate sheet of paper if more space is required.

Studies in non-human animals have led to countless treatments. Some examples include
vaccinations, medications for high blood pressure, neuroprotective agents, deep brain
stimulation for Parkinson’s disease, antidepressants, analgesics, cardiac defibrillators,
and pacemakers. These alleviate pain and suffering. They extend lifespans.
Gavan McNally, Professor of Behavioural Neuroscience, UNSW Australia.

Are you for or against the use of animals in medical research and animal testing? Form into two opposing
groups and compile your arguments in the space provided below. Include examples, possible alternatives,
and an explanation of the 3Rs principle.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

Complete the following multiple choice questionnaire by circling or matching your preferred responses.
The answers are at the bottom of the page.
1.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

The term ‘speciesism’ was coined by psychologist Richard Ryder in what year?
1910
1930
1950
1970
1990
2010

2.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

What is a Draize test?
Any test performed using genetically modified animals to evaluate the damage caused.
Any test performed on a guinea pig to evaluate the damage caused.
When a test substance is applied to a rabbit’s eye to evaluate the damage caused.
Any test using skin grafts on animals to evaluate the damage caused.
When a test substance is fed to an animal to evaluate the damage caused.
When a test substance is applied to a human’s skin to evaluate the damage caused.

3.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Which of the following form the basis of the 3Rs Principle? (select all that apply)
Replacement
Review
Reversal
Respect
Reuse
Refinement
Reduction
Research

4.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Approximately how many silkworms are killed in order to produce one pound of silk?
30
100
300
1,000
3,000
10,000
300,000

5.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

What does the term ‘mulesing’ mean?
Cutting off the skin folds around the tail area of a sheep, without anaesthetic.
Removing a chicken’s beak with a hot blade or laser.
Cutting or operating on a live animal.
Removing the tail from a mule, without anaesthetic.
Cutting or operating on a deceased animal.
Removing the tail from a sheep, without anaesthetic.
Castrating an animal without anaesthetic.

MULTIPLE CHOICE ANSWERS
1 = d ; 2 = c ; 3 = a, f, g ; 4 = e ; 5 = a.
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FAST FACTS
hh Between 50-150 billion land animals are estimated to

hh

hh

hh

hh

hh

hh

hh

hh

hh

hh

hh
hh
hh

hh

be killed each year worldwide for food alone (Fox, K,
Speciesism: The final frontier). (p.5)
Some types of cruelty witnessed by the RSPCA include
kicking, beating, poisoning, intentional starvation and
even torture of animals as well as organised events such
as cock fighting and dog fighting (RSPCA WA, Animal
Cruelty). (pp. 9, 10)
The number of cruelty reports investigated by the
RSPCA has increased by approximately 70% over the
last 5 years (ibid). (p.9)
The relevant regulatory code for commercial egg-laying
hens stipulates that modern cages must provide each
hen with 550cm2. That is a smaller area than a piece of
A4 paper. The same code allows egg growers to remove
hens’ beaks (O’Sullivan, S and Wadiwel, D, We have
animal welfare laws but they don’t stop the suffering). (p.11)
In 2010-11, RSPCA NSW killed almost 20,000 unwanted
companion animals. Unwanted companion animals are
usually killed via lethal injection (ibid). (p.12)
The commercial kangaroo industry’s national code of
practice states that when a female kangaroo is shot
her joeys must be killed by a “blow to the head” with a
“heavy blunt object” (ibid). (p.12)
Animals suffer from serious stress during transportation
by road or train, as well as exposing them to a high
possibility of dehydration, hunger, cold, heat, bruising,
broken limbs, lacerations and suffocation (Animals
Australia, Animal Exploitation Fact Sheet). (p.14)
In intensive production units, thousands of broiler
chickens are kept in darkened sheds with a stocking
density of up to 20 per square metre. They are bred to
grow as fast as possible and killed when they are 6-7
weeks old (ibid). (p.14)
In the intensive egg production system, hens are kept
in small wire cages, 3 or 4 to a cage. Battery cages are
stacked tier upon tier on long rows, in large sheds which
can hold up to 50,000 birds (ibid). (p.14)
Intensively housed pigs suffer from stress, increased
susceptibility to disease, leg deformities and behavioural
deprivation (ibid). (p.15)
Sheep are routinely subjected to painful mutilations
such as mulesing, tail docking and castration, all
without anaesthetic (ibid). (p.15)
Calves are generally separated from their mothers
shortly after birth and killed for ‘baby veal’ (ibid). (p.15)
In the live sheep export industry, in an average year about
50,000 sheep die during the sea journey (ibid). (p.15)
Although macropods are ‘protected’ wildlife in all Australian states and territories, the kangaroo industry is
responsible for the world’s largest land-based commercial
slaughter (ibid). (p.16)
We now eat 10 times more chicken than in 1960, but the
number of chicken farms in Australia has plummeted
and two corporations now produce the majority of our

hh

hh

hh

hh
hh

hh

hh

hh

hh

hh

hh

hh

hh

poultry. Similarly, between 1970 and 2002 the number of
pig producers in Australia declined by 94%, while total
pig meat production grew by 130% (Voiceless Limited,
Factory Farming). (p.18)
Factory farming causes the most suffering to the largest
number of animals in Australia – more than 500 million
every year (ibid). (p.18)
A few decades ago, meat in Australia was considered a
luxury. Animals were farmed in the traditional way –
real farms, open pastures. Today, around 95% of meat
chickens and pigs eaten in our country are factory farmed
(Kirby, M, Factory farming masks meat’s true costs). (p.19)
Scientists consider the humble pig to be one of the most
intelligent species on the planet – believed to have the
intelligence of a 3-year-old child (Animals Australia, The
facts: every egg and meat product has a story …). (p.20)
‘Spent hens’, whose egg-laying has declined, are usually
killed at about 18 months of age (ibid). (p.21)
Every year over 12 million day-old male chicks are
‘disposed’ of by the egg industry either being gassed to
death or ground up alive in a ‘macerator’ (ibid). (p.21)
More chickens are raised in factory farms for their meat
than any other animal – 435 million in Australia every
year (ibid). (p.21)
Queensland recently changed its regulation of free range
eggs, lifting the number of hens allowed per hectare from
1,500 to 10,000. This is more than a 6-fold increase (Parker,
C, The truth about free range eggs is tough to crack). (p.22)
To produce protein from grazing beef, cattle are killed.
One death delivers (on average, across Australia’s grazing
lands) a carcass of about 288kg. This is approximately
68% boneless meat which, at 23% protein equals 45kg
of protein per animal killed. This means 2.2 animals
killed for each 100kg of useable animal protein produced
(Archer, M, Ordering the vegetarian meal? There’s more
animal blood on your hands). (pp. 25-26)
Animals in factory farms are given antibiotics and steroids
to prevent outbreaks of disease (PETA Asia-Pacific,
Animals Are Not Ours to Eat). (p.27)
It takes at least 100 chinchilla pelts to make just one
full-length coat (PETA Asia-Pacific, Animals Are Not
Ours to Wear). (p.29)
Every year, hundreds of lambs die from exposure or
starvation before they are 8 weeks old, and mature sheep
die every year from disease, lack of shelter, and neglect
(ibid). (p.31)
In the wild, dolphins can live into their 40s and 50s. But
more than 80% of captive dolphins whose ages could be
determined died before the age of 20 (PETA Asia-Pacific,
Animals Are Not Ours For Entertainment). (p.33)
The number of animals used for scientific research
is enormous: about 115 million each year worldwide
and over 7 million in Australia (Buttrose, R & Merkes,
M, Why Australia needs to catch up on animal research
transparency). (p.47)
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GLOSSARY
Animal advocacy

Promotion of the interests of animals, in general. This
includes work for animal rights and animal welfare.

Animal ethics

Concerned with how we should behave toward non-human
animals in all our relationships (i.e. with companion,
working and wild animals and animals used for farming,
research, or entertainment).

Animal rights

Refers to the position that the interests of non-human
animals, including their interest in not suffering, should be
afforded the same consideration as the interests of humans
and that non-human animals have right to their own lives,
free from use, cruelty and interference from humans.

Animal welfare

Refers to the wellbeing and treatment of animals. The
animal welfare position objects to what it considers
unnecessary suffering and seeks to improve treatment of
animals, but it does not object to animal use generally or
to harm it considers necessary or justifiable.

to roam freely instead of being contained in small sheds
and cages. The principle is to allow the animals as much
freedom as possible, to live out their instinctual behaviours
in a reasonably natural way, even if they are later to be killed
for meat. Most varieties of meat can be bought free range,
including certified free range pork, beef, poultry, and lamb.

Mulesing

The wool industry practice of slicing large chunks of
flesh from around the sheep’s tail area, for the purpose of
managing flystrike, without any anaesthesia or painkiller.

Organic farming

Agriculture that relies on ecosystem management, sustainability and attempts to reduce or eliminate artificial
pesticides, synthetic fertilisers and genetically modified
organisms. Organic farms that raise livestock and poultry,
for meat, dairy and eggs, provide animals with ‘natural’
living conditions and feed.

Reduction

Battery hens

Refers to the reduction of the number of animals used to the
minimum necessary in order to achieve research, teaching
or for testing purposes.

Cruelty-free

Refers to refining all procedures to ensure that as little pain
and stress as possible is experienced by animals in order to
achieve research, teaching or for testing purposes.

Hens used for egg production who are confined, several
birds at a time, to cramped, dark cages and sent to slaughter
when their egg production declines.
A term used to refer to products and practices that eliminate
intentional cruelty and harm. For example, personal care
products that contain no animal ingredients and that are
not tested on animals may bear a ‘cruelty free’ label or logo.

Refinement

Replacement

Refers to using alternative non-animal methods of research,
teaching and testing whenever they are available.

Sentience

Debeaking

Refers to self-awareness and the ability to experience a
range of sensations and emotions, of feeling pain and
suffering, and of experiencing a state of wellbeing.

Dissection

A small stall or crate used to house mother pigs. The stall
or crate is so small the mother pig is unable to take a step
forward or backwards, turn around, or comfortably stand
from a seated position (and vice-versa).

A process whereby a hen’s beak is removed with a hot
blade or laser. It is a common practice in intensive farming
systems where hens often become frustrated and aggressive.
The practice of cutting open, or into, a dead animal or
separating the parts of the animal to examine the tissue and
internal structure. It is still common in secondary schools
and colleges, but students are increasingly voicing their
opposition and demanding alternatives.

Draize test

Includes any test involving the application of a material
or substance to the eye of an anaesthetised animal to
determine the material’s or substance’s irritancy to the eye.

Exploitation

The use of another being for one’s own advantage or
pleasure (e.g. for food, clothing, research, and entertainment in the case of animals).

Factory farming

The industrial, large-scale system of meat, dairy, and egg
production in which extreme confinement and inhumane
practices involving animals are standard.

Free range

Free range farming practices entail animals being permitted

Sow stall

Speciesism

Discrimination on the basis of species; the mainstream
belief system that humans have inherently more value
than animals, and therefore animals are ours to do with
as we please.

Utilitarianism

An ethical philosophy in which moral decisions are based on
the utility of an action. In this line of thinking, human and
non-human interests are afforded the same value, but an
act harmful to an animal is permissible if the benefit to the
human is greater than the cost to the animal.

Vivisection

Cutting or operating on a live animal. The term also
refers more generally to experimentation on animals for
medical research and product testing. Antivivisection is the
opposition to the cutting into or dissection of living animals.
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WEB LINKS
Websites with further information on the topic
Against Animal Cruelty Tasmania (AACT) www.aact.org.au
Animal Ethics www.animal-ethics.org
Animal Liberation ACT www.al-act.org
Animal Liberation NSW www.animal-lib.org.au
Animal Liberation Queensland http://alq.org.au
Animal Liberation South Australia www.animalliberation.org.au
Animal Liberation Victoria www.animal-liberation.org.au
Animal Rights Advocates Inc. www.ara.org.au
Animal Welfare League Australia www.awla.com.au
Animals Australia www.animalsaustralia.org
ANZCCART Australia www.adelaide.edu.au/ANZCCART
Australian Animal Ethics in Education Institute http://animalethicsaustralia.org
Australian Animal Protection Society www.aaps.org.au
Australian Association for Health Research www.aahr.org.au
Choose Cruelty Free www.choosecrueltyfree.org.au
Department of Agriculture www.agriculture.gov.au
Humane Society International www.hsi.org.au
Medical Advances Without Animals Trust www.mawa-trust.org.au
PETA Asia-Pacific www.petaasiapacific.com
RSPCA Australia www.rspca.org.au
Sentient http://sentientorg.wix.com/sentient
Voiceless: the animal protection institute www.voiceless.org.au
World Animal Protection www.worldanimalprotection.org.au
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INDEX
A

actors, animal 33
animal experimentation 34-50 see also
animal research
3Rs principle 36, 39, 40-41, 42, 43
reduction 36, 39, 40, 42, 47
refinement 36, 39, 40, 42
replacement 36, 39, 40, 42
accountability 42-43, 44-45, 46-47
animal ethics committees 36, 41,
42, 44-45
benefits of 44-45
ethics 37-39, 40-41, 44-45
harm-benefit analysis 41
harm minimisation 37-39, 40-41
animal research see also animal
experimentation
animals in 17, 44-45
public attitudes about 46
types of 34-35
agricultural 35
biomedical 34
genetic engineering 34, 35
medical 5
physiological 34
psychological 34-35
safety testing 35
reform 36
regulatory framework 44-45
transparency 42-43, 44-45, 46-47
animal exploitation/use 3, 14-32
animal liberation 37-38
animal rights 3-4, 11-12, 38
animal testing
alternatives to 17, 35
labelling 48-50
animal welfare 1-2, 3-4, 36, 38
debate 8
definition 4
‘Five Freedoms of’ 10
laws 10, 11-12, 36, 44
philosophy 2
standards 8, 13
anthropomorphism 1, 2, 7
antivivisection 38

B

boycotting, animal products 28

C

cattle 13, 15, 25, 26, 30
chickens 12, 19, 21, 27
battery cages 11, 14
broiler 14
crippling 14
‘debeaking’ 11, 14, 21, 27
disease 14
factory farms 21
hens 18, 21, 22

meat production 14, 21
circuses 17, 32-33
clothing 29-31
cock fighting 10, 33
Code of Practice for the Care and Use of
Animals for Scientific Purposes 36,
42-43, 44
companion animals 12, 15
cosmetics
packaging claims 49-50
testing 48-50
cruelty, animal 5, 9-10, 20-21, 23-24,
29-31

M

D

National Animal Welfare Strategy 11
neglect, animal 9
National Health and Medical Research
Council (NHMRC) 36, 42-43, 44, 45
noxiousness scale 41

dairy farming 15
dog fighting 10, 33
dolphins 32
down (feathers) 31
Draize tests 35, 48
ducks 16, 31
duty of care 10, 38-39

E

education, animals in 35-36 see also
teaching
eggs 21
free range 22
industry 22
laying 11
production 14
entertainment, animals used in 32-33
exports, live animal 15, 23-24

F

farm animals 8, 14
farming
factory 18, 19, 20-21, 27
intensive 14-15
fighting animals 33
fishing 16-17, 27
fur farming 29-30

G

goats 30, 31
Golden Rule, The 1

H

halo of concern 1, 2
horse
fights 33
racing 17, 33
hunting 16

K

kangaroos 12, 16, 26

L

leather 30
livestock 8, 19, 23-24

marine parks 32
meat
consumption 18, 28
health hazards 27-28
production
cost of 19
environmental damage from
19, 25-26, 28
slaughterhouses 28
mice 34
‘mulesing’ 15, 30-31

N

O

orcas 32

P

pain 1, 2, 4 see also suffering
pigs 15, 18, 19, 20
plant-based foods, production 25

R

rabbits 35, 48
rats 34
reciprocity 1
‘Reverence for Life’ philosophy 39

S

sentience 1, 4, 25-26
sheep 15, 30-31
silkworms 31
‘speciesism’ 1, 5-7, 8
suffering, animal 2, 4, 11-12, 14, 15, 28,
40-41, 42-43 see also pain

T

teaching, animals in 35-36
transgenic animals 34
turkeys 19

U

utilitarianism 3-4

V

vegetarianism 25-26, 27-28

W

whaling 17
wildlife, native 15-16
wool 30-31

Z

zoos 3, 32
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